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WELCOME BLK becomes official 
Windies kit supplier
BLK has signed a three-year 
deal with the iconic Wiindies 
cricket team to become 
their official kit supplier. 
The partnership covers the 
Windies senior men’s, women’s 
and youth sides along with 
grassroots development 
cricket in the Caribbean.

Richard Upshall (pictured), 
BLK chairman, said: “BLK has a 
track record of providing quality 
cricketing apparel in Australia 
and this is an opportunity for 
us to provide that excellence in 
partnership with an iconic brand 
on the world stage as well as 
kicking off our commitment to the 
North American and Caribbean 
markets.”

The Windies will wear BLK for 
the first time when they begin their 
tour of England with a test match 
at Edgbaston on August 17. The 
Windies will also play in BLK at the 
2018 ICC World Twenty20 and the 
2019 Cricket World Cup, which is 
scheduled to take place in England 
and Wales.

Johnny Grave, the CEO of 
Cricket West Indies, said: “We 
are delighted to welcome BLK 
as the Official Kit Supplier of all 
Windies teams. In addition to 
providing all of our team wear, this 
new partnership forms part of our 
broader strategy to grow our retail 
and licensing revenues by creating 
a new online Windies store. We 
will be expanding our commercial 
partnership programme over the 
next few years and are looking 
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While the cloud of Brexit 
uncertainty still hangs above us 
there was some slight good news 
at the end of last month.

The Office for National Statistics 
released figures that the UK 
economy grew by 0.3 per cent in the 
three months to June.

The initial estimate showed 
growth picking up from the first 
quarter when it was only 0.2 per 
cent.

So maybe some positive signs.
It was also good to attend the 

Outdoor Trade Show 2017 at 
Stoneleigh Park Exhibition Centre, 
in Warwickshire, last month.

It was interesting to see what 
was on offer and new innovations 
coming to the market.

In this issue, Fiona Bugler looks at 
how China's 361° is trying to break 
into the European running market.

Paul Sherratt examines the 
new deal between giants Nike and 
amazon and what the knock-on 
effect could be for the retail industry.

As far as triathlon goes, David 
Hemming asks if it is three times the 
work for retailers to take a piece of 
the action.

Also, Head UK's Andy Catchpole 
looks at a the challenges faced in the 
racket sport market.

Enjoy the August issue.

forward to building the relationship 
with BLK.”

The Windies join the likes of 
England Rugby League, Scotland 
Rugby League, England Netball, 
Hartlepool United FC and the 
rugby union Champions Cup 
winners, Saracens to be the latest 
professional team outfitted by BLK.

BLK is based in the United 
Kingdom from where it operates 
under licenses, which cover much of 
the Northern Hemisphere from the 
Middle East and Europe to the USA 
and the Caribbean.

The company has ambitious 
plans to work with high-profile 

teams across all sports (including 
e-sports) as nearly 10,000 
teams globally now wear BLK 
– including across sports such 
as lacrosse, baseball, American 
football, netball, hockey, ice 
hockey, football, rugby and 
squash.

Upshall said: “BLK is proud 
to be the Official Windies Kit 
Supplier and this partnership 
really complements our ambitious 
strategy. As Windies is one of 
the most recognisable brands in 
the world this establishes a new 
benchmark for the company and 
an opportunity for us to showcase 
the quality and breadth of our 
product offering to the widest 
possible audience.”

The new Windies Test, T20 
and ODI kit is in keeping with the 
distinctive maroon and gold and 
will be available alongside the 
Windies training range for sale 
from various distributors and 
BLK’s own website from 
August 17.





All the very latest in the sports industry...
NEWS

BRITISH 
CANEOING SIGNS 
BROADCASTING 
DEAL WITH SKY 

SPORTS
British Canoeing has teamed 

up with Sky to launch 
Go Canoe! - a brand new 

series of eight programmes 
featuring canoeing that will 
be broadcast on Sky Sports 

throughout this summer.
The programmes will 

focus on the British 
athletes as they compete 

in the International Canoe 
Federation Slalom and 

Sprint World Cup events.
The series also includes 

tutorials - introducing the 
various disciplines within 

the sport, together with lots 
of magazine features about 

clubs, trails, adventures 
and athletes.

Go Canoe! is being produced 
by Hit the Roof, with 

magazine contributions 
produced by MediaPack.

David Joy, chief executive of 
British Canoeing said: “Go 

Canoe! will really showcase 
the excitement and breadth 

of Canoeing to a wide 
audience and is another step 

forward in the delivery 
of our new strategy 

Stronger Together.”
Hannah Brown, a two-time 

World Champion in wild 
water racing, will feature in 

one of the episodes of 
Go Canoe!

She said: “It is fantastic news 
that canoeing, including 

my discipline of wild water 
racing, will receive some 
brilliant exposure on Sky 

Sports. It really shows that 
there is an interest and a 

demand for canoeing on a 
national scale.

“It has been great to be 
involved in the series and 

have the opportunity to 
showcase wild water racing 
to the wider public who may 
not have seen or heard much 

about the sport before.
“I can’t wait for people to 

see how exciting and diverse 
the sport is. Such coverage 

is vital to the sport and 
hopefully will encourage 

more people to give it a go.”
The first Go Canoe! show was 

broadcast on Sky Sports on 
Monday, July 24 with the 

final programme scheduled 
for September 11.

@SportsInsightUK

European trade delegates will 
converge on the NEC for a 
focussed event exploring the 
business of fitness.

Organisers of BodyPower Expo, 
the largest indoor consumer fitness 
event in the world, have announced 
plans to recharge LIW (Leisure 
Industry Week) with a rebrand 
and a shift in focus that will engage 
with the fitness sector like no other 
show on offer in the UK.

BP: Fitness Trade Show, to 
be held on September 12-13, 
will focus on delivering an 
extensive exhibition with over 100 
innovative brands that offer fitness 
solutions to various markets, 
including, Personal Trainer 
Studios, Independent Gyms, 
Universities, Schools and Colleges, 
Hotel Gyms, Boutique Fitness 
Studios, Student Accommodation 
Gyms, Corporate & Company 
Gyms, CrossFit Gyms, Gym Chains 
and Franchises and Residential 
Care Homes.

As well as renewing a 
partnership with Pure Gym, 
Britain’s biggest gym operator, 
to produce their annual PT 
Conference, BP: Fitness 
Trade Show will also offer 

delegates workshops, practical 
demonstrations and seminars 
offering advice on business 
growth, member retention, change 
of use, profitability, secondary 
spend and the development of 
fitness professionals who are the 
driving force behind new industry 
investment.

Fitness Business School 
– Focusing on marketing, sales, 
retention and new ideas to grow 
businesses in the fitness sector.

Practical Coaching – 
Equipment and functional demos 
from leading trainers designed 
to offer fitness professionals new 
options and practical application 
for the benefit of clients and 
members.

BP Nutrition – Exploring 
nutrition solutions for all 
businesses including healthier 
menu choices and using nutrition 
as a key secondary spend 
opportunity.

50+ Fitness – Britain’s ageing 
populous is a massive market and 
active ageing is explored alongside 
the provision of a well-equipped 
fitness area in new and existing 
residential care facilities.

Workplace Fitness – develop 

Snugpak are 
champions

FALKE Ergonomic Sport 
System, known for their 
high-quality sports socks, 
baselayer and apparel have 
agreed a sponsorship deal with 
Middlesex County Cricket Club, 
to supply their 4Grip socks to 
all players in the professional 
squad.

The 4Grip socks, which the 
brand describes as like ‘4-wheel 
drive for your feet’ use a system of 

silicon nodules to both the inside 
and outside of the fabric, which 
reduce movement and improve 
grip, allowing for quick changes 
in movement and split-second 
advantages when it comes to gaining 
runs.

This unique technology is 
combined with a compression zone 
at the ankle for improved support 
and a reduced risk of twisting, an 
optimal fit through the anatomical 

a fitter, healthier workforce for 
improved productivity, energy and 
wellbeing.

Pool & Spa – Fitness solutions 
such as group aqua exercise 
classes for increased usage, 
targeting new demographics and 
the provision of equipment for 
both maintenance and fitness in a 
pool facility.

Steve Orton, managing 
director said: “We’ve successfully 
rejuvenated what was a stagnant 
show since our acquisition of  
LIW in 2015. However, in 2017 
we wanted to really put our stamp 
on not just the show but also 
the industry. BP: Fitness Trade 
Show will target a demographic 
of potential buyers and decision 
makers who are front-line in the 
delivery of fitness solutions in the 
UK.

“Our focus is on the business 
of fitness and we are strategically 
aligned to be able to influence 
industry growth and provide an 
annual meeting place to drive 
business development.”

Registration for the event 
is free of charge for industry 
professionals and can be done by 
visiting www.bodypower.com/bp

Bodypower to launch new 
BP: Fitness Trade Show 
event for professionals

arch support and patented 
left/right toe box, plus a 
three-layer fabric structure to 
effectively wick moisture and 
allow it to dry quickly.

Commenting on his use of the 
4Grip socks thus far, rising star 
Nick Gubbins said: “I’ve really 
enjoyed wearing Falke socks this 
season. They’re really comfortable 
and generally I feel I have more 
energy wearing them.”

Adam Renshaw, of FALKE, 
said: “The socks have been 
well received by both players 
and coaches alike, which is 
fantastic. The sponsorship 
gives us a great opportunity 
to support the club, 
while benefiting 
from the important 
feedback that 
only professional 
cricketers can provide. 
We hope that this is the beginning 
of a close working relationship.”

FALKE Ergonomic Sport 
System agrees sponsorship 
with Middlesex CCC

Snugpak, the UK's leading 
sleeping bag and insulated 
clothing manufacturer, has 
been named as one of the 
2017 EOCA Conservation 
Champions.

Every year, the European 
Outdoor Conservation 
Association (EOCA) gives the 
Conservation Champion award to 
members that have gone the extra 
mile to support conservation.

The award recognises 
members that have taken the 
initiative to raise extra money for 
and awareness of conservation 
through the Association.

About Snugpak, Catherine 
Savidge, Joint General Manager 
of EOCA said: “Valued and 
supportive member, Snugpak 
always contributes to EOCA's 
fundraising activities at 
tradeshows, donating popular 
items to help generate more 
income for conservation. In 
addition, the company regularly 
nominates conservation projects 
and then gets very involved in 
promoting and supporting them 
during the public vote. This not 
only increases the chance of these 
projects getting funding from 
EOCA, it also raises awareness of 
all of the projects involved in the 
vote on an international platform, 
which provides them with many 
benefits.”

To find out more about the 
Association please go to: www.
outdoorconservation.eu.

For further information about 
Snugpak, please visit www.
snugpak.com.
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2pure ADDS 
DAVIES TO THE 

TEAM
2pure has welcomed its 

latest addition to the team, 
Daniel Davies.

Davies will be taking up 
the role of tech rep, based 
in the south but travelling 

nationwide.
He will be visiting retailers 

to provide product training 
and introduce staff to the 

latest products from 2pure’s 
category leading brands. 

With a background in sports 
retail, Davies brings a wealth 
of knowledge, and will work 

directly with retailers and 
staff, to offer the best 

support possible.
Starting his career as 

an assistant manager 
at Sweatshop, before 

progressing to store manager, 
Davies gained exceptional 

skills through the training he 
received while at the chain.

After a stint as store 
manager, Davies was given 
the golden opportunity to 

work part-time and run full-
time, in order to pursue his 
running potential. As part 

of this, he spent a month 
high-altitude training in 

Kenya, where he embraced 
the Kenyan lifestyle of run, 
eat, gym, eat, run, eat, sleep, 

repeat. Running up to 120 
miles a week, Davies brushed 

shoulders with Kenyans 
training for the Rio Olympics 
and often ran alongside Team 

GB athletes.
As well as running, Davies 

is a lover of the outdoors and 
enjoys travelling to hike, run 

and cycle mountains - 
he travelled to the Pyrenees 

last year.
Barry Martin, 2pure sales 

and marketing manager, 
added: “We were impressed 

with Dan from the moment we 
interviewed him, he fits with 
our core values and has a real 

passion for sport.”
Davies' current ambition 
is to run a sub two hour 

20 minute marathon and 
earn a GB vest. This level 

of commitment, alongside 
his retail and sporting 

experience, makes him 
perfectly suited to the 2pure 

Tech Rep role.
2pure is looking forward to 

unleashing him on the road.
If you would like to book 

some time with Dan, please 
get in touch by email at 
danieldavies@2pure.

co.uk or phone on 
07921 038500.

www.sports-insight.co.uk

Gymnast and Vibram model 
Diana Hartan was delighted to 
be presented with a copy of the 
April Issue of Sports Insight 
magazine where she appeared 
on the front cover.

And it just shows that Sports 
Insight is read across the world.

Diana was pictured in Omegna, 
Italy, with Robert Fliri, the inventor 
and designer of Vibram FiveFingers, 
at the launch of their highly 
acclaimed 2018 range.

If you would like to see the range 
contact the Vibram UK distributor 
Charles Birch Ltd on 01702 530656 
or visit their trade only website 
www.charlesbirch.com

Sports Insight 
brings a smile on 
the continent

Since signing with Speedo in 
2013 Belmonte has gone from 
strength to strength, winning 
gold in the 2016 Rio Olympics 
200m Butterfly and bronze in 
the 400 Individual Medley. 
Belmonte put Spain on the 
map by becoming the first 
Spanish female swimmer to 
become an Olympic champion, 
and securing two silver medals 
in London 2012 for the 800m 
Freestyle and 200m Butterfly. 
Belmonte is also the current 
holder of four short course 
world records.

Fred Vergnoux, who is 
Belmonte’s coach, has also had 
his term as Speedo’s advisory 
coach extended by another four 
years. Vergnoux, who is also the 
newly appointed Head Coach of 
the Spanish national team, was 
awarded with the Alejandro Lopez 
Trophy for ‘Best Coach of the 

adidas Football has revealed the Manchester United 
home kit for the 2017/18 season.

Celebrating the club’s third year with adidas, the new home 
kit will be worn by the likes of Paul Pogba, Juan Mata and 
Ander Herrera.

The latest home jersey features a minimalist, sophisticated 
design which pays homage to some of the classic kits from the 
past, at the same time as being at the forefront of technical 
sportswear design with technical, breathable fabrics and 
mesh engineering.

The kit features: an all-new button-up collar offering an 
elegant and contemporary design; the adidas three stripes in 
white on the shoulders; and red, white and black sleeves to 
represent the colours of the match-day flags seen at United.

The home jersey was worn on pitch for the first time 
during the club’s pre-season tour, when United took on LA 
Galaxy on July 15.

Year’ by the Spanish Association of 
Swimming.

Belmonte said: “I’m very proud of 
everything I have achieved as part 
of Team Speedo so far. Having the 
right people around you to help you 
achieve your dreams is imperative. 
I am lucky to have both Speedo and 
Fred by my side, and excited to see 
what more magic we can create 
together.”

Rob Hicking, brand director at 
Speedo International, said: “We 
are incredibly proud to re-sign 
Mireia to Team Speedo. Mireia has 
shown how determination, skill 
and tenacity can help you achieve 
your dreams, all of which she has in 
abundance. Mireia is definition of 
inspiration, which is what makes 
her such a pleasure to have on Team 
Speedo.”

Vergnoux said: “My biggest 
success lies with my swimmers, so 
to watch Mireia blossom into the 

swimmer she is today is the best 
reward I could ask for. Being able 
to inspire people to swim is an 
incredibly rewarding experience 
which Speedo recognises, so I am 
very proud to represent a brand 
that is so invested in this 
amazing sport.”

Speedo has re-signed Spanish 
swimming sensation Mireria 
Belmonte in a new four-year deal

adidas Football reveals 
Manchester United home kit 
for the 2017/18 season

Helinox to 
take over own 
distribution
From August outdoor brand 
Helinox will be taking over 
their own distribution in 
Europe.

Being part of the strategy to 
show increased presence on 
the European market, Helinox 
particularly wants to optimize 
processes, simplify logistics 
and increase brand awareness.

Since 2010, Helinox has 
successfully developed and 
produced lightweight, foldable 
and comfortable chairs, tables, 
beds and trekking poles.

The company distributes 
worldwide and is a spin-off of 
DAC, the leading manufacturer 
of high-quality aluminium tent 
poles regarding technology 
and sales.

Helinox chairs significantly 
differ from any other travel-
friendly chairs: They are 
lighter, smaller in packing size, 
more comfortable and more 
aesthetic than conventional 
outdoor chairs. The “Chair 
One” actually revolutionized 
this entire category when 
launched in 2012.

At the 2017 OutDoor trade 
show, Helinox Chair Zero, 
weighing only 490 grams, 
won an OutDoor Industry 
Award Gold.
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Under Armour partner 
with customised teamwear 
manufacturers Dreamsport
Under Armour, has partnered 
with another innovator in 
sports apparel, Dreamsport.

Ninety9 has been the Under 
Armour teamwear licensee since 
2012. However Ninety9 and Under 
Armour have mutually agreed not 
to renew their teamwear license.

Dreamsport will support 
Under Armour across the UK in 
developing customised Under 
Armour teamwear for schools, 
universities and clubs in a 
wide range of sports. The new 
partnership with Dreamsport 
will see Under Armour grow 
this sector through innovative 
customised product, so that teams 
across the UK can easily order 
premium, performance teamwear 
in a fast and effective way.

Chris Bate, VP and managing 
director Europe, Under Armour, 
said: “As Under Armour continues 
to grow across the UK and Europe, 

Yorkshire sporting institution 
and Championship football side 
Leeds United are joining forces 
with premium cycle wear brand 
Fat Lad At The Back (FLAB) 
to launch an annual sportive, 
raising money for West 
Yorkshire communities still 
recovering from the devastating 
floods of 2015/16.

Starting on September 17 and 
contracted as an annual event, the 
‘Leeds United Sportive’, powered 
by Fat Lad At The Back, will start 
from the gates of Elland Road and 
proceed through the Calder Valley 
passing through towns and areas 
affected by the floods.

The routes, approximately 25, 
50 and 75 miles in length, will be 
limited to just 1,500 entrants for 
2017, though the total number of 
participants is expected to increase 
in the future. Importantly, £5 of 
every entry fee will be donated to 
local flood relief charities.

Mike Peebles, head of retail and 
licensing at Leeds United, said: 
“We approached Fat Lad At The 
Back because we love their ethos of 
supporting people to enjoy cycling 
and we already know that a lot 
of our supporters are customers 
of FLAB – the fact that they’re 
a Yorkshire-based business is 
even better. Leeds United want to 

encourage people from the stands 
and onto their bikes.”

Richard Bye, co-founder of Fat 
Lad At The Back, said: “FLAB is a 
proud Yorkshire business – we’re 
keenly aware of what hit parts of 
our county in December 2015 and 
January 2016. We are delighted 
to be working with Leeds United, 
a major sports club with a superb, 
international fan-base, to raise 
money for those communities 
still affected by the impact of that 
devastating flooding."

For more information visit: 
https://fatladattheback.com/
sportive/leeds-united-sportive

Leeds United and Fat Lad At The Back 
saddle up for fundraising sportive

we aspire to innovate relentlessly 
in all our sports products and 
we feel that Dreamsport are 
the perfect partner to grow our 
expanding teamwear business. 
“Their agile and forward-thinking 
business compliments our 
strategy, which will equip teams of 
all levels with customised kits, to 
make them the best athletes they 
can be in training, competition and 
recovery.”

Joe Middleton, Dreamsport 
chief executive officer, said: “Our 
team is thrilled to work with Under 
Armour, who have established 
themselves as one of the great 
global sports brands in recent 
years, disrupting the established 
order along the way. We too have 
our own innovations in terms 
of our business model and we 
believe that the combination of our 
customisation skills with the great 
product and marketing of Under 
Armour will allow the brand to 
fulfil its full potential in the team 
sports market.”

The initial phase between 
Dreamsport and Under Armour is 
underway with Dreamsport fully 
transitioning as their teamwear 
partner on October 1, 2017.
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Leicester Tigers have 
announced that Kukri will 
be its new technical partner 
for the next two seasons, 
supplying home and away kits 
for the 2017/18 and 2018/19 
seasons.

The ten-times English 
champions showed off the club’s 
new kit for the 2017/18 season at 
the Singha Premiership Rugby 
Sevens on July 28.

Chris Rose, head of brand at 
Leicester Tigers, said: “Tigers are 
the largest club in the UK and it 
was key we found a supplier that 
could match those standards. 
We’re really pleased to welcome 
Kukri for the new season.”

Andrew Ronnie, Kukri 
managing director, said: “Kukri 
Sports has been a market leader 

Leicester Tigers' new 
kit revealed at Singha 
Premiership Rugby Sevens

gear manufacturer’s SIXPAD Athlete 
Support Project, a global initiative 
designed to support professional 
athletes with their performance 
through the provision of world class 
EMS technology.

The partnership with Dina comes 
as the track star prepares to compete 
at the Anniversary Games and IAAF 
World Championships, both of 
which are being held in London. Dina 
will feature in SIXPAD’s summer 
television advertising campaign

As well as appearing in the EMS 
brand’s TV activity, Dina will feature 
heavily across SIXPAD’s social media 
platforms in a bid to further engage 
with potential customers.

Dina said: “I use EMS training to 
get my muscles ready to fire quickly 
and efficiently. It allows me to have 
an advantage, knowing that when the 
gun goes, I am ready to go. SIXPAD 
has fitted into my schedule naturally, 
it’s really easy to use and I absolutely 
love it”

Tsuyoshi Matsushita, the 
President of MTG Co, Ltd, the 
manufacturers of SIXPAD, said: “We 
are so happy to welcome Dina as 
the newest member of the SIXPAD 
Athlete Support Project. Dina has 
a tremendously exciting summer 
of athletics ahead of her and we’re 
incredibly proud to be supporting one 
of Team GB’s rising stars.

“Through the SIXPAD Athlete 
Support Project we want Dina to feel 
the benefit of EMS technology and 
continue to keep breaking records.”

British record holder Dina 
Asher-Smith has been 
announced as the second UK 
ambassador for Japanese EMS 
(Electronic Muscle Stimulation) 
training gear SIXPAD. The 
100m and 200m sprint star joins 
Saracens and England Rugby 
Union player Alex Lozowski on 
the brand’s UK roster.

An advocate of EMS technology 
having incorporated the method 
into her training programme, the 
21-year-old will wear the SIXPAD 
product range, the Abs Fit and Body 
Fit, to further enhance her strength 
and conditioning work. Dina is the 
latest UK athlete to join the training 

amongst rugby brands since its 
inception in 1979 and we are 
delighted to be partnering with 
Leicester Tigers, one of the 
largest and most high profile 
clubs in the UK. Our brand 
aligns perfectly alongside Tigers' 
commitment to quality and 
passion on a worldwide stage and 
we look forward to joining them 
at Welford Road this coming 
season.”

Chris Bailes, head of partner 
business at Fanatics, Tigers’ retail 
partner alongside Kukri, added: 
“We know that Leicester Tigers 
supporters want quality first 
and foremost, and we think that 
Kukri will be able to deliver this 
for the 2017/18 season, and have 
developed a fantastic training and 
playing range.”

Sprinter Dina Asher-Smith is 
the latest athlete to join SIXPAD



I AM DIFFERENT.
EVERY DAY.
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maiden installation in Sweden last 
month, where the Gamla Ullevi 
stadium in Gothenburg received a 
SISGrass makeover.

The rise of SIS Pitches and the 
SISGrass hybrid pitch technology in 
Scandinavia adds to a brand that is 
becoming increasingly more global 

following other projects in Spain, 
Turkey, Dubai and Israel.

SIS Pitches have also confirmed 
deals to complete work on six of the 
twelve stadiums to be used at the 
2018 World Cup in Russia, including 
the Luzhniki Stadium – the venue of 
the final.

SISGrass is an advanced 
reinforced turf system featuring 
patented fibre injections, which 
offers increased pitch stability and 
delivers considerably more playing 
hours than natural grass surfaces.

Anders Øien, Groundsman 
at Rosenborg FC, has expressed 
his satisfaction at the SISGrass 
installation.

“We would like to thank SIS 
Pitches for their hard work in the 
installation of SISGrass at Lerkendal 
stadium.

“We are really satisfied with the 
cooperation and professionalism of 
SIS PItches and already we have had 
a very positive response from the 
players.”

SISGrass Director, Ivo Lamot, 
said: “Our first SISGrass pitch in 
Norway represents the way SISGrass 
is moving in the global market.

“The turnover was tight for 
this particular project but despite 
the poor weather conditions we 
completed the installation in just 
seven days.

“SISGrass provides Rosenborg 
with an outstanding natural pitch 
surface and it is fantastic for us to add 
another country to our list of hybrid 
pitch clients.”

The Lerkendal Stadium in 
Norway has become the first 
stadium in the country to have 
the revolutionary SISGrass 
hybrid pitch technology 
installed.

Home of Rosenborg, Norway’s 
most successful football team, the 
Lerkendal Stadium installation took 
just seven days to complete.

The reigning champions began 
the new season on April 2, with SIS 
Pitches beginning the SISGrass 
transformation on March 24. 
The installation was completed 
despite a large amount of snow and 
temperatures of -6°C in the evenings.

SIS Pitches’ first project in 
Norway arrives on the back of a 

Joao Da Silva, director 
Nutrabolt Europe, has 
relocated from Madrid 
to London to launch the 
nutritional life science 
company’s European 
head office and support its 
ambitious growth plans in the 
UK.

Nutrabolt is an innovator of 
performance lifestyle products 
including brands such as 
Cellucor, Fitjoy, Royal Sport 
Ltd and Scivation and is globally 
recognised as a leader in sports 
nutrition.

Da Silva said: “This is an 
exciting move for both myself 
and Nutrabolt – we look forward 
to growing our market share and 
challenging the leaders in the 
UK and Europe. Nutrabolt has 
already experienced 75 per cent 
year-on-year growth on 2016 and 
35 per cent year-to-date growth 
organically, so given we now have 
a new head office and significant 
marketing support, it is with 
confidence that we push to have 
the number one brands in the 
region.”

Da Silva, originally from Sagres 
in Portugal, will set up Nutrabolt’s 
European head office in Chelsea 
from where he will manage 

business operations, including 
the launch of its new pre-workout 
range - under the Cellucor brand - 
C4 iD Series.

C4 is a premium performance 
energy product aimed at 
everyone from beginners to elite 
competitors. It is currently the 
number one selling pre-workout 
range in the United States and 
Nutrabolt has ambitions to make it 
the market leader in the UK.

Sports nutrition is a fast-
growing market that has moved 
into the mainstream domain - the 
category is set to continue to see 
strong growth 
over the 
forecast 
period, with 
a CAGR of 
12 per cent in 
value terms at 
constant 2016 
prices.

Nutrabolt to launch European 
head office in London

SISGrass continues 
global rise in Norway
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Do you want your sales staff to be 
fonts of knowledge on the brands 
you sell? Have all the up to date 
facts and sales techniques at the 
tips of their fingers? You know 
training is essential but how do 
you find the time and money to 
make it happen? 

That's where Myagi comes in. 
Their aim is to make sure front line 
sales and service staff have the skills, 
knowledge, confidence and context 

to deliver unforgettable customer 
experiences every time. 

Jean Parker, Myagi European 
VP, said: “We are an online training 
network, a method for getting up-
to-the minute training down to the 
shop floor.

“Myagi started in Australia four 
years ago and within six months 
we’d launched in the European 
Sports and Outdoor Market with 
great success.

Turning order takers 
into experience makers

also access through Macs and PC’s 
on your browser, basically any web-
enabled device will get you access to 
training in just a few clicks”

Parker believes that the Myagi 
system has two unique USPs that 
make it a very desirable tool: “ 
The style and modern way we are 
training people helps sales associates 
engage in a way that they are used 
to today, via their smart phones a lot 
like social media.

“And the second, the biggest one 
really, is the network we are building. 
We are not just one company's 
training platform – we are a true 
network of multiple brands and 
retailers across the globe.

“As a sales associate you can 
access training in your app from 
just about any brand in your store 
without having to jump from place to 
place to find the content. Myagi is the 
one-stop-shop for sales associates 
to go and get what they need and it 
means retailers don't need to give 
sales associates lots of different log-
ins to different on-line training.

“There is one site that retailers 
use with many brands like Nike, 
New Balance, Merrell and so on - It's 
a true network – in the real world 
the brands and retailers work as a 
collaborative industry, what we have 
done is taken that network and put it 
online to support training and sales.” 

The training of staff is vital but 
what is in it for the retailer?

JP added: “We know that 
well-trained sales associates sell 
more, there is a proven return on 

TECHNOLOGY

Jean 'JP' Parker, Myagi European VP, talks to 
Mark Hayhurst about their training service

investment from training, Myagi 
makes learning more effective and 
efficient.

“The retailers don't get charged 
for learning from the brands' content 
either, so there are no direct costs to 
prevent them using Myagi.

“For me as Joe Blogs in a sports 
store in Lincoln, let's say, if I go and 
do my brand training on Myagi it 
doesn't cost my company a penny, 
it’s a real win for retailers big and 
small.

“This is about helping the 
sales associates understand what 
the benefits of the products are 
and really pushing through how 
to sell rather than just reading 
specifications.

“Lastly, we know that well-trained 
sales associates create better 
experiences for shoppers who are 
coming to stores for advice and to 
talk with a specialist.

“We are helping transform order 
takers into experience makers.”

“Key retailers we work with 
here include Intersport in the 
UK and Ireland, The Outdoor 
division of JD Plc – Blacks, 
Millets, Ultimate Outdoors – 
and Go Outdoors.  Also lots and 
lots of mid-sized chains and 
independents as well.”

Myagi delivers web-based 
lessons in easy-to-view formats, 
making the best use of sales staff's 
time.

JP said: “ It's a very efficient 
way for brands, especially, to get 
their important message across 
to sales associates. It's easy to 
produce small, bite-sized videos, 
allowing sales associates to watch 
two or three minutes of training 
rather than sit down and do hour 
long sessions that are difficult to 
organise. People can pick it up 
and put it down when they have 
the time.

“Myagi is really easy to access, 
we offer both native Android and 
Ios apps so users can get it on 
their phones or tablets. You can 
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PRG760
PRECISION EXTREME HEAT 

GOALKEEPING GLOVES 
Sizes 8-11 (Includes half sizes) – Worn 

by Burnley and England Goalkeeper Tom 
Heaton, the Heat range is our top pick ahead 
of the upcoming football season! It features 

a rollfinger cut with a Giga latex and a 
latex backhand. Also with a conventional 

elasticated strap with pull loop.

FEB9027-11  
BLIZ RAPID SUNGLASSES
100% UVA and UVB protection with 

unbreakable polycarbonate lenses. Bliz 
combines function with fashion!

PUF10610
PUMA CLASSICO SG 
FOOTBALL BOOTS

Size 6-12 - Entry level football boot in a 
timeless design. These boots combine 

comfort and longevity by using soft 
yet highly durable synthetic leather. 

Lightweight TPU injected outsole with 
metal tipped conical studs. The Puma 
Classicos are suitable for use on soft 

natural surfaces.

FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

0115 938 6444  www.reydonsports.com  sales@reydonsports.com

TRB033 
PRECISION BASE-LAYER LONG 

SLEEVE CREW-NECK SHIRT
Available in both men and women sizes 
- Optimises muscle efficiency Precision 
Fit garments are tight-fitting to prevent 

excessive muscle movement, minimising 
the amount of energy wasted during 

exercise. 

TR086
PRECISION TRAINING 

ROMA SHORTS 
Various sizes available - Complementary 

to our Precision shirts, the Roma shorts are 
100% polyester material with PrecisionFit 

breathable moisture management system. 
Main body is a micro polyester material. 
Elasticated waistband with inside draw-

cord. Cut and sewn design along with 
moisture wicking properties.

704
PRECISION TRAINING 3 STRIPE 

FOOTBALL SOCKS
Club weight with a stretch nylon, the 

Precision 3 stripe sock is a kit essential 
and at a great price!

PRB126
PRECISION STRIPED 
MESH TRAINING BIB 

100% polyester, comfy fit! Great for training! 
Available in various colours and sizes!

TR701
PT COLLAPSIBLE CONES 9"

Plastic safety cone with split sides, which 
will allow them to collapse under pressure, 
and then pop back into shape. Training Aid 

essential (Available in other heights)

TRL211
PRECISION 10 BALL SACK

420D PVC with mesh panels. Ventilation 
holes and four stud feet on base to help with 
stability. Drawstring closure and adjustable 

shoulder strap!

THE ONE STOP FOR YOUR SHOP
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Yorkshire-based outdoor clothing brand TOG24 has renewed 
their partnership with Huddersfield Town as they re-enter top 
flight football for the first time in 45 years.

TOG24 will feature on perimeter board advertising and will be 
providing the ticket team at the Club with jointly branded product 
from the start of the new season.

Both TOG24 and Huddersfield Town’s connection to Yorkshire 
and its people, remains central to both brand and club - the West 
Yorkshire club have now won Family Club Of The Year on a 
multitude of occasions. This culture ties in perfectly with that of 
TOG24 who have also upheld the same down to earth values since 
they were founded almost half a century ago.

Chris Ward, TOG24 director said: “This is a hugely exciting time 
to be associated with a club carrying the momentum of Huddersfield 
Town. The atmosphere surrounding the team is inspiring, and we’re 
proud to be associated with a club that shares the same set of honest, 
hard-working values as we do at TOG24.”

Sean Jarvis, commercial director at Huddersfield Town, said: 
“This is a defining moment for a club of our size, and to feel the shared 
passion between fans, players, club and our partners is something 
we’ve always worked towards. TOG24 is a Yorkshire-based brand 
with excellent quality clothing that will ensure our ticketing team 
look the part as we head into the start of the new season.”

TOG24 is launching a new collection of outdoor and lifestyle 
clothing with classic colours and designs that will also feature a new 
brand logo inspired by the Yorkshire rose

The new collection will be available at tog24.com, TOG24 high 
street stores – and at selected online and bricks and mortar retailers.

TOG24 joins 
Huddersfield Town in 
the Premier League

STANCE, the innovative 
sock brand offering a range of 
technical performance socks, 
welcomes Gemita Samarra as its 
new Punk & Poet in a two-year 
deal that will see her represent 
and develop the brand’s 
Training & Studio category.

Gemita has reached impressive 
heights as a global actress and 
stuntwoman, appearing in the latest 
007 movie ‘Spectre’ and globally 
acclaimed series Game of Thrones. 
As well as acting, performing stunts, 
modelling, writing and producing, 
Gemita is also a celebrated athlete 
and dreams of competing in the 
Women’s Modern Pentathlon at the 
2020 Olympic Games. Her love for 
extreme sports, especially surfing 
and climbing, has been a valued 
asset when working on set.  

The Stance brand represents 
expression and embraces the spirit 
of individuality. Stance Punks & 
Poets are those who dare to be true 
to themselves.

Gemita said: “It’s awesome to be 
representing a brand so aligned with 
my unconventional way of life and 
endless drive to live in the moment. 
I’ve been a fan of Stance for a while 
now so becoming an ambassador 
for a brand I love is amazing. The 
technology and quality of Stance 
socks meet the demands of my 
rigorous training and working life. 
My old socks wouldn’t last a week!”

Changing the face of performance 
socks with high quality technology 
and unconventional aesthetics, 
the Stance brand pursues the ‘The 
Uncommon Thread,’ creating 
performance socks specific to 

running, golf, outdoor, gym and 
studio training.

As part of her role as a 
Stance Punk & Poet, Gemita 
will be personally involved in 
developing the women’s training 
and studio collection. 

Rich Philip, head of marketing 
at Stance said: “We’re delighted 
to announce Gemita as the 
latest Stance Punk & Poet. As a 
brand, we search for stories of 
self-expression and celebrate 
characters who are true 
originals.

“Creativity is at our core and 
through our Punks & Poets we 
showcase those who broke the 
rules and reaped the rewards. 
Gemita couldn’t be truer to this 
vision and we’re really proud to 
be working with her.”

www.sports-insight.co.uk

STANCE announces Gemita 
Samarra as a brand ambassador
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CANTERBURY 
UNVEIL NEW 

ENGLAND 
RUGBY 

TRAINING 
WEAR

England Rugby players 
James Haskell, Maro Itoje 

and Jack Nowell have 
unveiled the new England 

Rugby 2017/18 training 
range, which will be worn 

throughout the new season.
Showcasing a dark tap 

shoe, nine iron grey, fiery 
red and bright white, the 

2017/18 training range will 
appeal to both players and 
fans, with a wide range of 
performance and leisure 

wear available.
Speaking about the 

training range, England 
Captain Dylan Hartley said: 

“As a team we put everything 
into training for the game, 
our dedication is reflected 
in our performance on the 
field. We rely on the kit to 

help that performance, and 
Canterbury’s commitment 

to comfort and advanced 
tech allows us to push 

further as individuals, and 
perform better as a team.”

Designed to meet the 
physical requirements of 
professional athletes, the 
range combines technical 

excellence with comfort, for 
training both in the gym and 

on the field.
Featuring Canterbury’s 

range of innovative 
technology, England Rugby’s 

new apparel enhances and 
supports training with the 

inclusion of Thermoreg, 
VapoDri and Vaposhield 

technology within the 
fabrics.

Sainsbury’s has launched an 
exciting new partnership with 
America’s National Football 
League (NFL), to sell officially 
licensed sports apparel ahead 
of the start of the NFL season 
in September.

It’s the first time that officially 
licensed NFL clothing has been 

sold by a UK supermarket and the 
initiative strengthens Sainsbury’s 
existing line-up of successful sports 
brands which includes Russell 
Athletic, Admiral and the British 
Lions and Six Nations rugby kit.

Ahead of the NFL London Games 
taking place this autumn, team 
T-shirts for all eight teams playing 

After the Tour de France across 
the channel and as London 
prepares for the Athletics World 
Championships, new data from 
eBay reveals the huge spikes 
in consumer spending that 
are triggered by high profile 
sporting events.

eBay has analysed user behaviour 
on its platform over the last year, 
and can demonstrate that a range of 
different sports – from cycling and 
athletics to golf and rugby – have a 
significant impact on the nation’s 
purchasing habits.

For example, on the final day 
of the Tour de France last year, 

NFL team T-shirts, hoodies and 
sweatshirts will come on stream.

The NFL currently has 13 
million UK fans and the sport is 
rapidly gaining more followers. 
All four NFL games being played 
at Wembley and Twickenham this 
summer – the most London has 
ever hosted – have sold out.

The NFL collection joins a 
growing stable of sports brands 
on offer at Sainsbury’s. The 
retailer has recently seen a strong 
performance from its first official 
British Lions collection, as well as 
its well-established Six Nations 
rugby merchandise. Sainsbury’s 
has also sold clothing for Euro and 
World Cup Football tournaments.

James Brown, Sainsbury’s 
commercial director, said: 
“American football has become 
hugely popular in the UK, so we’re 
really excited that our customers 
can show their support with high 
quality, official NFL sportswear 
from Sainsbury’s. We’ve got a 
great track record on clothing for 
British sporting events and we’re 
confident that we’re onto another 
winner with our NFL licensed 
sportswear.”

Sainsbury’s is the UK’s sixth 
biggest clothing retailer by 
volume and tenth by value. Over 
the past three years, Tu clothing 
sales have grown by more than 20 
per cent.

in the UK will be available on the 
Tu clothing website (£14). A range 
of NFL and American football 
inspired vintage-effect T-shirts are 
also on offer online and will become 
available in 123 stores nationwide 
from August.

To celebrate the end of the season 
and the Super Bowl, even more 

Exclusive NFL men's range 
launched by Sainsbury's

searches for “Pinarello” – the bike 
brands that Chris Froome rode to 
victory – rose by a huge 62 per cent 
on eBay.co.uk, demonstrating that 
watching a win on screen has a 
direct impact on shopping trends.

On the same day, searches for 
“cycling shorts” and “road bike” 
increased by 46 per cent and 71 per 
cent, respectively, and searches for 
“yellow jersey” were up by 132 per 
cent, as shoppers were inspired to 
hit the road in their own kit.

Lorna Dunne (pictured), Head of 
Fashion and Sport Vertical, eBay, 
said: “Olympic years are usually seen 
to be the most lucrative for sports 

companies, but with the right data 
and a nimble strategy, brands and 
sellers can tap into the UK’s love of a 
good competition every summer.”

The athletics effect
August will see London host a 
major athletics event for the first 
time since 2012 and eBay’s insights 
show that it’s likely to encourage 
spectators to give sports a go 
themselves.

During the two weeks that the 
Rio Olympic Games ran, searches 
for “sports equipment” on eBay 
UK increased by a quarter (25 per 
cent) and searches for “running 
shoes” rose by two thirds (66 per 
cent). Interest in running watches 
also jumped by a huge 113 per cent, 
suggesting viewers were inspired to 
take their fitness regime to the next 
level.

On the day following Usain Bolt’s 
victory in the Olympic 100m final 
at the Rio Olympics, searches for 
athletic-specific item “track spikes”, 
jumped by 69 per cent. Meanwhile, 
on the day of the relay 4x100m relay 
final, searches for “starting blocks” 
were up by 166 per cent. 

 
An Open opportunity
eBay can reveal that golf events have 
a significant impact on consumer 
spending. During the three days of 
last year’s Open Championship, 
interest in golf-related items rose 

significantly: searches for “golf bag,” 
“golf club” and “golf shoes” rose by 
46 per cent, 43 per cent and 45 per 
cent, respectively.

Finally, when the Six Nations 
arrived on our TV screens earlier 
this year, eBay insight demonstrates 
it sparked an increased interest 
in the sport. On the first day of the 
tournament, searches for “rugby 
ball” increased by 79 per cent and 
searches for “rugby boots” rose by 39 
per cent.

 
Tech uptick
Of course, sport is not just about 
the taking part – it’s also about 
the spectating and supporting. 
And Brits are more than happy to 
upgrade their home entertainment 
systems for the occasion. During 
the Olympics last year, for instance, 
searches for “sound bar” and “TV 
bracket” increased by 54 per cent 
and 81 per cent respectively, proving 
that brands and sellers from all 
categories can claim a piece of the 
action.

Dunne concluded: “Our insights 
demonstrate the breadth of sporting 
activities that inspire shoppers 
to start searching and spending – 
amplified by the prevalence of dual 
screening. It also shows that brands 
looking to get ahead need to be quick 
off the mark to tap into the soaring 
interest triggered around specific 
tournaments.”

eBay reveals scale of sporting 
opportunity for brands this summer



L ast month we looked at 
why it’s important to have 
a contemporary EPoS 

system as part of your business. The 
software we supply, from Cegid, has 
many pros and we discussed some in 
last month’s piece.

Arguably the main ones are: 
Customer loyalty tools; fashion 
matrix management; item 
classification, season management; 
as well as effective price and 
discount management - providing 
powerful insights into future buying 
decisions.

Additionally, the software is 
intuitive and easy to use for sports-
store floor staff. However, it should 
be noted that it is customised 
to your needs and integrations 
are developed by us to work in 
tandem with your other software 
(for example finance and CRM 
packages). As such, the solution is 
not an ‘out of the box’ and does cost 
more than the EPoS systems at the 
lower end of the market.

Spreading the cost of 
a system
Having worked with many sports 
retailers we understand the 
challenges and needs of sports 
retailers and are acutely aware that 
you may not have the disposable 
funds to pay for a contemporary 
EPoS system upfront.

That is why we offer a finance 
package which allows many of our 
clients to pay for their software - and 
hardware - at a fixed monthly fee for 
a period of time that suits them; be it 
two, three, four or five years.

We favour business leasing 
as this is extremely tax efficient 
allowing businesses to account for 
this as an expense and not capital 
expenditure that will carry a tax and 
administrative burden. For a single 
monthly tax deductible cost you get:

• Modern retail software suite
• All services required to plan, setup, 
implement and train users on the 
system
• Support and maintenance for the 
period of the lease chosen
• Excellent platform to launch 
advanced e-commerce options like 
click and reserve.
• MPoS systems for in store use

Contact us via the details below if 
you are interested in spreading the 
cost of a new EPoS system in this 
way

Enabling you to 
become a true 
omnichannel retailer
There are lots of buzz terms 
bandied around the retail industry. 
Omnichannel is one that’s been 
around a while now. We define it as 

@SportsInsightUK

James Rodger, Retail IT’s managing director, explains how modern EPoS systems 
are affordable and empower you to become an omnichannel retailer – 

and take on your well-known competitors

the consistent and seamless use of 
multiple channels in a customer's 
shopping experience, such as bricks 
and mortar stores, online stores, 
mobile stores, mobile apps and any 
other method of transacting with a 
customer.

In addition to the software and 
hardware services we offer, we 
ensure your business becomes a 
fully fledged omnichannel retailer 
via the YourCegid software.

We believe that there is 
significant economic value by 
providing such digital channels to 
traditional physical store customers 
and ‘recreating’ the shopping 
experience across channels.

‘Why does this matter?’ you 
may ask yourself. The answer lies 
with your target audience - sports 
equipment purchasing consumers. 
This demographic are now used 
to experiencing the omnichannel 
benefits from the larger retailers 
- such as Sainsbury’s, John Lewis, 

Next and Sports Direct - which 
offer them consistent experiences 
whether it’s in-store, online, on 
tablet or on mobile.

Failure to offer omnichannel 
features such as click and 
collect, click and reserve, loyalty 
programmes and gift cards via 
online platforms can now result 
in lost business. The beauty of a 
system like Cegid’s Y2 software is 
that all these features are simple 
to set up and, once consumers are 
using them, will ensure an enhanced 
customer experience (which they 
may tell friends and colleagues 
about) and should lead to returning 
customers.

And this isn’t our hunch. 
Research indicates that 
omnichannel customers are more 
valuable on many levels - they spend 
more time in store, on your website 
and, crucially, will spend more 
money on products when compared 
to a single channel retailer.
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Spread the cost of your new EPoS system 
and offer functionality your customers want

About Retail IT
At Retail IT we offer complete 
retail management technology 
systems from the heart of south 
west London. Our aim is to bring the 
omnichannel management benefits 
that large retailers enjoy to all 
sizes of retailer, from point-of- sale 
and eCommerce, to supply chain 
planning and forecasting.

Since 2008 we’ve worked together 
with Cegid who develop the most 
sophisticated and intuitive retail 
software, which delivers the best 
return on investment for retailers of 
all sizes.

We now work with 67 clients and 
cover 221 outlets. This includes a 
number of sportswear, outdoorwear 
and footwear retailers - and many 
Intersport members. We know that 
all retailers are unique - that’s why 
we consult with our clients and 
tailor Cegid’s Y2 software to their 
business and budget.

For more information on any of the 
above contact Matthew Carlton 
on 0208 605 9727 or via email at 
matthew@retailit.com
www.retailit.com
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KT Tape Pro
KT Tape Pro is performance engineered 

to work in the harshest environments. 
It’s the world’s only 100 per cent 

synthetic kinesiology tape, re-engineered 
with stronger adhesive, to outlast 

anything you can throw at it. It will stick 
with you in the harshest conditions, even 

in the pool. Stays on in water.

Personalising 
outdoor walk wear

 Brother embroidery machines provide 
customisation services allows you to 
generate additional income for your 

business from walkers and outdoor pursuits 
enthusiasts. The Brother PR1050X and 

PR655 are ideal for adding logos, names and 
numbers to tops, shorts, jumpers, bags and 

more.

Arena Cobra 
Tri Mirror

The ultimate goggle for intensive 
swimming and triathlon: optimal vision 

with no water flowing over the lenses. 
3D gasket for the best fit and comfort.

Berghaus 
Presentation

Samantha Bradburn, Berghaus marketing 
delivery manager, said: “We’ve seen 

significant improvement in customer 
meetings through personalised presentations, 
easy ordering processes and language options 

for our International business. aWorkbook 
has significantly reduced print and 

distribution costs, helping us reduce waste.” 
Berghaus Digital Catalogue

New satmap unit
The new Active 20 is a significant advance in 
handheld sports GPS devices. It is easy to use, 

sets new standards of dual touchscreen and 
button control, superb mapping and best in 

class GPS performance, all combined within a 
robust platform. Dual control, superb mapping 

and durable.

0131 449 4147
tradeactive@2pure.co.uk

www.2pure.co.uk

0161 235 0344
www.brothersewing.co.uk

01539 622322
info@solosport.co.uk
www.solosports.co.uk

01460 279744
marketing@aworkbook.com

aworkbook.com

0116 234 4611
sales@burton-mccall.com

www.solartechnology.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Booband Breast 
Support Band

Booband is a new wearable band for women who 
want additional support, comfort and confidence 

during sports and activities, particularly high-
impact. The Booband helps prevent excessive 

breast movement by adding more compression to 
the top of the chest therefore reducing vertical and 

lateral movement. Asset protection.

0779 329 2758
support@thebooband.com

www.thebooband.com

The Ultimate Sports 
Accessory

Blue Frog Sport Towel Pro features two 
different super-soft microfibre fabrics, one to 

wipe skin and one to clean equipment. Two 
hidden zipped pockets keep valuables safe 

and secure, and the elasticated loop hangs on 
the equipment as well as securing the rolled 
up towel. Two-sided, zipped-pocket, sweat 

towel.

07970 766816
www.blue-frog.uk.com

mpsportsagencies@gmail.com

Protective 
waterproof shoe

Offering footwear for all aquatic environments 
including pool, beach and open water, Aqua 
Sphere has a protective waterproof shoe for 
all the family. Styles range from supportive 

& protective ergo beach walkers with 
ergonomically shaped outsoles and purge 
values to super lightweight anti-slip open 

sandals.

01254 692200
martin.newton@aqualung.uk
www.aquasphereswim.com/uk
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CEP Ultralight 
Shirt 

Designed for comfort and performance; the 
CEP Ultralight Shirt is made using a thin, 

lightweight and breathable fabric, ideal for 
all weather conditions. Few seams make 
it very comfortable to wear, like a ‘second 
skin’. Available in sleeveless, short sleeve 

and long sleeve versions. Performance, 
ultralight, CEP, compression, running.

Vibram FiveFingers 
V-Trek

Watch out for the new 2018 Vibram 
FiveFingers range and the all new V-Trek.
The 4mm rubber sole made from Megagrip 

compound gives the ultimate grip in wet 
and dry conditions on all terrains. The 

midsole adds cushioning while preserving 
the barefoot feel. Hiking and travelling, 

barefoot, grip and comfort.

Compression Leg 
Sleeves

The Compression Leg Sleeves help provide 
athletes with calf support, shin splint relief, 

and decreased leg fatigue. The graduated 
compression is complimented by raised 

ribbing which helps target the support to key 
areas in the leg. Durable and comfortable 

compression sleeves.

01432 373500
enquiries@mediuk.co.uk

www.cepsports.co.uk/shop

01702 530656
essex@charlesbirch.com

www.charlesbirch.com

01789 294442
info@dmp.uk.com
www.dmp.uk.com
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High5 EnergyGel
High5 EnergyGel is smooth with a light 

consistency and is easy to get down. With 
natural fruit juice, it tastes great too. Easy 
to open and swallow, each sachet delivers 

23g of carbohydrate energy. EnergyGel 
is award-winning and proven in many of 

the world’s toughest competitions.

01530 813807
info@highfive.co.uk

highfive.co.uk

Cartasport 
Gumshield

Cartasport’s gumshield has been for years a 
go to for many schools, clubs, sports shops 

etc due to its quality and affordability. They 
come in junior and senior sizes, either 

assorted or all clear in colour. They are sold 
in 12s so are perfect for teams and shops for 

individual sale as each gum shield has its 
own case.

01535 600342
www.cartasport.com

sales@cartasport.com

Sports Performance 
Insoles

Whatever your sport reduce your risk of 
injury with Enertor advanced technology 
insoles. Enertor insoles provide superior 

shock absorption for better pain relief and 
improved comfort. The unique design features 
protect your feet with every stride. Worn and 

endorsed by Usain Bolt. Powered by D3O 
shock absorption.

01202 812000
sales@apolloleisure.co.uk

www.enertor.com

sports hub
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Comfyballs 
Ultimate Boxers

Traditional boxers are not designed to keep 
your equipment sufficiently in place. We 

wanted to change that and have developed 
what we believe are the most comfortable 

boxers ever made.

01539 622322
info@solosport.co.uk
www.solosports.co.uk

Squash classic 
trainer

Be ready to hit the court with a long-lasting 
Hi-Tec favourite. The Squash Classic is ready 

to help you through your game. Featuring 
an EVA midsole and close fit for whole foot 

support, and a gum rubber outsole providing 
all the grip you’ll need on concrete, clay or 

grass.

01702 541741
customerservices@hi-teceurope.com

www.hi-tec.co.uk



New Lite-Comfort
Hilly has just launched a new sock to its 

line-up following on from the very successful 
Lite-Cushion. The new Lite-Comfort features 

space-dye knitting to the main body and 
mid-level cushioning in key impact zones. 
The design is completed with an under toe 

seamless construction and a vented upper and 
arch. Order now to secure your first-in-line 

delivery at the start of 2018.

European Retail 
Distribution

Import Services manages retail 
supply chains, from product origin 
to customer delivery, in the UK and 

Europe. Their warehouses are located 
in Southampton, the first port of call 
for container ships originating from 
the Far East, which decreases your 
transport time and logistics costs. 

Time and cost saving logistics.

Sports Sun Cream 
Factor 50

The Lifesystems Sports sun cream is 
specifically designed for high-intensity 
activity use for long periods, in or out of 
the water. The cream offers 5-star UVA 
protection, water resistance and broad 
spectrum filters, as well as an effective 
jellyfish repellent to provide safer sea 

swimming.

Trail running shoe
The Mammut MTR 201-II Boa is very direct 
and light. The IP EVA midsole provides good 
cushioning and has a heel drop of 6mm. The 

Stone Protector and D3O Strobel construction 
make sharp stones barely noticeable. This 

competition shoe also features the patented 
Rolling Concept and the aggressive gripex Sonar 

tech sole.

Genesis0.2 Hockey 
Stick

An entry level composite stick with carbon 
inserts providing good levels of durability and 
strength in specific areas. The silver fibreglass 
finish provides a technical look to complement 

performance. Three colour options offer an 
attractive choice from a modern and fresh 

colour palette. Ten per cent carbon, exciting 
new colours.

0161 366 5020
sales@hillysocks.com
www.hillysocks.com

01489 799 500
port-centric@importservices.co.uk

www.importservices.co.uk

0118 981 1433 
www.lifesystems.co.uk

01625 508218 
www.mammut.ch

01483 757 677
sales@mercianhockey.com
www.mercianhockey.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Mission Cooling 
Towels

Built for athletes, the Mission Enduracool 
Towel works when a series of hollow core 
fibres are infused with water. These light-

weight, chemical-free, pathways command the 
rate of evaporation to power you with instant, 

prolonged cooling effect. Activates in three 
easy steps Soak It, Wring Out, Snap It.

Solosports Brands
info@solosport.co.uk

015396 22322

Mouthguard 
designed for braces

The Makura Sport Lithos Pro 
mouthguard is specially designed for 

wearers of fixed braces. Made with 
medical-grade silicone rubber, this ready-

made mouthguard features an Ortho 
Channel to fit over braces for a secure, 

comfortable fit. Available in Ice Blue or 
Crystal Pink.

0330 333 8940
sales@makurasport.com

makurasport.com

 sports insight selects
Double white hammock

Hammockology introduces The Double White Hammock. It's gorgeous and 
refined, it simply yells good taste. It's nice and big and wide. You wouldn't choose a 

single bed instead of a double so why compromise on a hammock. It's 3.3m long and 
1.4m wide with a 200kg capacity and is machine washable.

www.hammocks.ie

Shin Splint Sleeve
Therapeutic relief from moderate shin 

splint pain. Dual compression anatomical 
design features contoured support pads 
that are targeted to the shin, providing 

healing pressure and support (two pads—
adjustable/removable). 4Four way stretch 

ergonomic and lightweight design with 
moisture-wicking breathable fabric. Fits 

left or right.

01582 670100
sales@hy-pro.co.uk

www.mcdavid.eu
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Optimum Multi-X 
Mouth Guard

Protect your teeth and gums from injur-
ies with Optimum’s new Multi-X Mouth 

Guards, available in a pack of six in multiple 
colours and suitable for most sports. At just 

RRP £9.99 they are an easy and obvious 
choice to add to your retail range.  Both 

Junior and Senior sizes are available and 
include carry case.

PureLime
PureLime is the dedicated women’s 
athleisure, active and tennis brand. 
They use pure crisp Danish design 

in modern technical fabrics to create 
garments that are feminine, fashionable 

and functional with a superb fit. Their 
clothes always reflect a woman’s 

priorities to look good but still perform.
PureLime, Danish athleisure and 

activewear.

Spectrum Vision 
Ultra

Target’s new Spectrum Vision Ultra 
flights feature their innovative ULTRA 

Grip; a raised UV Chevron grip zone that 
enables your shaft to form a firmer grip 
on the flight. The UV coating is further 

extended over the flight to create stunning 
visual effects. Available in six colours and 
in standard No2 and No6, Kite and Vapor.

01942497707
sean@optimumsport.com 
www.optimumsport.com

01697 742 711
martinhudson@purelime.com

www.purelime.com

01279 410 155
Info@target-darts.co.uk
www.target-darts.co.uk
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Command the game
New for July is the Reusch Re:load Prime 

S1. This is a takedown of two Pro styles and 
is offered at a competitive retail price of £45 

with a children’s option at £20. The new 
Camou design is very striking and already has 

a number of Pro keepers ready to wear this 
backhand! Unique camouflage design 

for Reusch.

0161 439 4383
reuschuk@btinternet.com

www.reusch.com

Neoprene Beach 
Volleyball

Schildkrot neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 
5, in three new assorted colours - red/blue, 

neon-orange/neon-green, blue/yellow. 
Uninflated, mesh carry bag provided. Soft 
to the touch, excellent grip and salt-water 

resistant.

dj@mts-sport.de
www.mts-sport.de

Sport retail tech 
solutions

As an Intersport supplier, Retail IT 
understands the challenges sports retailers 

face. Their software includes customer 
loyalty tools, fashion matrix management, 

item classification, season management and 
effective price and discount management - 

providing powerful insights into future buying 
decisions. The software is easy to use for 

sports-store staff.

020 8605 9727
info@retailit.com
www.retailit.com

Zoggs holiday 
swimwear

Whether it is a dip in the sea or a splash 
in the pool, Zoggs offers the perfect 
swimsuit for any holiday. With eye-

catching prints and fantastic hidden 
support, their swimwear is created with 

real women in mind. Their 2017 range 
is available to ship now in a variety of 

colours, patterns and silhouettes.

01276 489089
cs@zoggs.com

www.zoggs.com

sports hub
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Protection with 
personality

Typically, sports mouthguards are 
a nuisance to athletes. However, 

because SAFEJAWZ mouthguards are 
so innovative both aesthetically and 

practically, they have created a product 
that athletes of all levels want to wear as 
opposed to have to because the rule book 

says so.

01922 453337
trade@safejawz.com
www.safejawz.com



Mantis Player Set
Two rackets, one ball for just £5.95. The 
ultimate tennis essential and for such a 

great price. The two rackets are available 
in sizes 27” or 25”, the choice is yours.

adidas Support 
Wear

Featuring Climacool technology, RFE's 
latest adidas support wear incorporates 
new tech and design features to deliver 
total support and stability. Engineered 

for both performance and recovery they 
provide compression and comfort during 

exercise; stabilising joints to keep you 
active whilst reducing the risk of injury. 

Engineered for performance and recovery.

Freedom ISO
Saucony most innovative running 

experience to date takes flight in the 
brand new Freedom ISO. The full-

length Everun midsole delivers more 
energy with every stride, while the 

barely-there upper holds the foot and 
disappears mid-run. Isofit allows you 
to unleash the potential of every run. 
Continuous cushioning throughout 

the run.

Barcelona 
Signature Football

This official FC Barcelona football features 
the signatures of the current 2017 squad. A 
32 panel size 5 ball in the traditional FCB 
claret and royal with a stunning metallic 

finish. Suitable for use on astro turf or grass, 
this best selling product is available 

from stock.

Winmau Blade 5 
Dual Core

The pinnacle of dartboard technology and 
innovation. Exclusive dual core technology 

achieves lower compression at the outer core, 
which increases point penetration for fewer 

lost darts and higher scores, while higher 
compression at the inner core increases 

resistance below the surface, absorbing excess 
kinetic energy for improved durability.

The iconic packaway
Mac in a Sac is a versatile collection of 
light, bright, performance packaways. 

Distributed globally, Mac in a Sac has a 
reputation for quality and affordability. 

Pack it for sport, travel and everyday 
adventures. Offered to retail with attractive 
mark-ups and POS display stand. Become a 
stockist today. Light, bright, performance 

packaways.

01159 386444
sales@reydonsports.com
www.reydonsports.com

01908 793020
sales@rfeinternational.com

rfeinternational.com

0800 2061491
www.sauconyb2b.eu

sauconyuk@wwwinc.com

01969 625300
sales@footballsouvenirs.net
www.footballsouvenirs.net

01656 767042
info@winmau.com

winmau.com

028 9079 0588
sales@macinasac.com
www.macinasac.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Flavour Fusion
Already renowned for its superior fit and 
protection, Shock Doctor have taken the 

best selling Gel Max and infused with 
Flavour Fusion technology. Athletes can 
now stay game fresh all season long and 
enjoy awesome flavours every time they 

play. RRP £16.99. Multiple 
flavours available.

01582 670100
sales@hy-pro.co.uk

www.shockdoctor.co.uk

Gorilla Training 
Rocket Pop  

Up Goals
The Gorilla Training Rocket Pop Up 

Goal is a set of 55cm x 55cm steel-
framed pop up goals that are set up 

within seconds. Suitable for all ages to 
be used in the garden, park, beach or as 
part of training. Suitable for football or 

multi-sports.

01635 517560
lee@phoenixsportinggoods.com
www.phoenixsportinggoods.com
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Stay in charge

Ideal for charging your devices on the go, GP Batteries’ range of PowerBank 
Mobile Chargers will ensure you never run out of power. With nine models in the 
range offering different energy storage  from 2600 mAh to  20,000 mAh, they are 

suitable for charging Apple and Android mobile phones, laptops, IPADS, MP3 
players and all USB enabled devices.

uk.gpbatteries.com
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world rowing over numerous 
years. We are looking forward to 
working with their nutritional 
team supporting GB Rowing Team 
athletes as they go for gold in Tokyo 
in 2020.”

Alongside a balanced food diet, 
MSC Nutrition’s range includes 
products that support recovery 
and performance. As well as 
supporting the GB Rowing Team, 
MSC Nutrition will provide British 
Rowing members with an exclusive 
discount on products.

www.sports-insight.co.uk

NEWS

ASICS HITS THE 
GROUND RUNNING 

WITH ITS NEW 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
CONCEPT STORE

ASICS has chosen the new 
Brussels store to launch its 
first iteration of a new and 

exciting, global retail concept.
Building on its already strong 

reputation amongst serious 
runners as go-to product, the 

brand has now focused its 
emphasis on providing the 

best possible customer 
in-store experience to match.
Leading the digital strategy of 
the overall customer journey, 

Green Room were tasked to 
work alongside the incumbent 
retail design agency to define, 
design and deliver the digital 

components of the experience.
A fundamental element 
of the strategy was the 

empowerment of customers. 
By enabling them to better 

understand their own 
running needs, the experience 

facilitated well-informed 
purchase decisions at the 

customer's own pace and on 
their own terms.

Complimenting the intuitive 
digital footwear selection 

process the in-store 
environment was further 

enhanced with content-
rich digital displays, such 
as the Runkeeper wall - an 

opportunity to communicate 
the pulse of the brand. 

Featuring real-time social 
posts combined with striking 
data powered animation from 

the local Brussels running 
community, the wall was 

developed to draw customers 
deeper into the store, 

facilitating more dwell time 
and a point of connection with 

the store staff.
Paul Silcox, creative director, 

Green Room Amsterdam, said: 
“Our challenge was to define 
the digital personality of the 

retail experience, a way of 
interacting that was tightly 

bound to the ASICS ethos 
and the personality of their 

community. The space works 
hard to enable and empower 
the customer, to put them at 
ease with their selection, but 
not to dictate to them. We are 

really pleased how it has 
come together.”

The digital strategy template 
applied to the Brussels store 

serves as a template for 
continual roll-out of the global 
retail concept – an activation 

campaign conceived 
and created by 
Green Room.

Heather Arneton has become 
the latest athlete to join Under 
Armour’s roster.

Fifteen-year-old Arneton  is 
considered one of the world’s 
most exciting young track and 
field stars. Arneton, alongside 
another Under Armour athlete, 
Teddy Riner, are the faces of the 
current France 2024 Summer 
Olympic Games bid.

The inspirational French 
athlete has set the junior athletics 
world alight with her incredible 
records to date. Specialising in 
both the 100 metres and Long 

Jump, Arneton has consistently 
won every competition she has 
participated in, including holding 
the U15 Long Jump World Record, 
with a jump of 6.57m.

The long-term partnership 
between the sports innovation 
brand and Arneton will see her 
dressed head-to-toe in cutting edge 
Under Armour products to help her 
prepare, compete and recover, as 
she rapidly increases her times and 
distances in the sport.

Arneton said: “Under Armour is 
the sports brand of the future, and 
their values and ambitions are what 

French star of the future 
Heather Arneton joins 
Under Armour family

British Rowing has announced a 
new long-term partnership with 
MSC Nutrition.

MSC Nutrition is a leading sports 
nutrition brand offering a wide 
range of products that are both 
Informed-Sport certified and LGC 
tested.

The new partnership sees 
MSC Nutrition become British 
Rowing’s Official Performance 
Nutrition Partner providing the 
GB Rowing Team with nutritional 
products required for training and 
competitions. MSC Nutrition will 
also work alongside British Rowing’s 
nutritional specialists to provide a 
number of bespoke products to meet 
the needs of individual athletes.

British Rowing is a high profile 
addition to MSC Nutrition’s elite 
teams, which includes Scottish 
Rugby, England Football, Leeds 
Rhinos Rugby League, GB and 
England Hockey along with their 
Brand Ambassadors, boxer Carl 
Frampton MBE, Ospreys and Welsh 
Rugby’s Sam Davies and hockey gold 
medallist Sam Quek MBE.

Kenny Baillie, British Rowing’s 
director of partnerships and 
communications, said: “We are 
very pleased to be partnering with 
MSC Nutrition over the course of 
the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic 

British Rowing teams 
up with MSC Nutrition

General 
manager Foley 
is set to leave 
Intersport
Tom Foley will be leaving 
Intersport in September. The 
group's general manager has 
accepted an offer to head up a 
sports retail business based in 
the Middle East.

Foley, who has spent over six 
years at the helm of Intersport 
Uk has been instrumental in 
developing the group. During his 
tenure Intersport has changed 
significantly in both the UK and 
Ireland.

The group has more than 
doubled its revenues and improved 
profitability in line with growth. 
Brand visibility has risen through 
a mix of sponsorship activity both 
local and national. In addition 
better store branding and an 
improved store portfolio has 
helped the group's recognition on 
the high street.

Recently the group went 
online with a single ecommerce 
site offering click and collect 
to all stores and will soon offer 
smaller stores the opportunity to 
place a digital solution in store to 
maximise store sales via the full 
online range.

In 2014, a decision was taken 
to overhaul their IT systems. A 
central EPOS solution is now being 
rolled out across the membership 
providing better sales performance 
data.

A new ordering portal was 
launched this year which will 
significantly improve the ordering 
process for both retailer and 
supplier and a move to a warehouse 
based in the Netherlands shared 
with Intersport Holland should 
provide greater collaborations into 
the future.

Prior to joining Intersport Foley 
successfully set up and ran the only 
Irish-based sports buying group. 
He led ISRA (Independent Sports 
Retailer Alliance) for five years 
where he introduced a range of 
initiatives that became the bench 
mark for other buying groups.

Foley said: “My job at Intersport 
was made a lot easier by our retail 
partners ability and willingness 
to embrace the changes we have 
introduced over the last few years. 
The recognition that evolving 
our ways of doing business was a 
necessity has created a stronger 
group.

“Support from our main 
suppliers has also been critical and 
I am sure that these relationships 
will remain strong and mutually 
beneficial into the future.”

A move to the Middle East now 
awaits Foley where he will take 
charge of a mix of sports retail 
banners for the Al Mana group. 
Based in Dubai the role covers 
retail across the GCC region 
and presents a new challenge in 
markets where sports suppliers are 
giving increased focus and sports 
participation and the hosting of key 
sports events is on the rise.

An announcement on a 
replacement at Intersport is 
expected in the coming weeks.

made me want to partner with 
them. The innovative products 
they make and their commitment 
to make athletes better really 
inspires me.

“I still have a long way to go in 
athletics, but I feel that Under 
Armour can help me achieve my 
dreams through their passion, 
products, and servicing which 
they give all their athletes and 
teams.”

Chris Bate, VP and Managing 
Director Europe, Under Armour, 
said: “Heather Arneton is one of 
the most talented junior stars 
of world athletics and we are 
incredibly excited to have her 
join the Under Armour team. 
Her drive and relentless focus 
on improving her performance 
aligns perfectly with our mission 
to make all athletes better. We 
look forward to partnering with 
Heather to realise her potential on 
the global stage with our pinnacle 
products and innovations.”

Arneton joins a prolific global 
roster of Under Armour athletes, 
including Teddy Riner, Double 
Olympic Heavyweight Judo 
Champion, IBF, IBO and WBA 
Heavyweight Champion of the 
World, Anthony Joshua,World 
Number One tennis player Andy 
Murray, the most decorated 
Olympian of all time Michael 
Phelps, 2016 MVP Stephen Curry, 
MVP Tom Brady and the most 
decorated female alpine World 
Cup skier in history, Lindsey 
Vonn.

cycle. MSC Nutrition has 
demonstrated to us its commitment 
to providing innovative sports 
nutrition products that are of the 
highest quality. Their commitment 
to clean sport aligns exactly with our 
own and we are looking forward to 
working in partnership with them 
over the next few years.”

Joe Tomlinson, business 
development executive at MSC, said: 
“We’re delighted to be working with 
British Rowing, who have had great 
sporting success and dominated 



a long time would appear to be 
illusive. There is also blossoming 
opportunity for financial and brand 
growth if the retailer is prepared to 
widen their horizons and not just sit 
back reminiscing over the “good old 
days”.

Specialist retail, if it is to survive 
the next recession, has to evolve and 
change, taking in new trends and 
customers.

The ‘new runner’ that is out there 
pounding the street, treadmill and 
trail, is very different to the person 
who came across the threshold ten, 
even five, years ago.

The retailer of today has to be 
willing to engage with the customer 
base on their terms, assume an 
understanding of their needs and 
speak in their language. Information 
is now rife, so a specialist retailer 
needs to focus on customer service, 
social media ‘chatter’ and one-to-
one engagement but by listening 
to what is being needed. Retail can 
no longer dictate. On top of that 
the old adage of ‘stack it high and 

sell it cheap’ seems to only satisfy 
a small part of the buying public. 
Retailers, if they are not careful, 
can find themselves caught up in 
the mire of delivering low customer 
service, failing to satisfy customer 
expectation and do all of it with 
cheap presentation. Low margin 
can’t sustain retailers for long and 
today's customer needs to feel that 
you care and can give them what 
they need.

If you pitch yourself as a budget 
retailer it is very difficult to move 
your way up to be a premium brand. 
This is what the customer demands 
and more importantly deserves.  

So in summary, retail has 
certainly been turbulent. However, 
put in place a passionate and 
considerate company focused on 
today's runner (or whatever your 
customer base is), provide excellent 
product selection chosen with an 
objective head and deliver it through 
exemplary customer service, 
specialist retail will not only survive, 
but it will flourish.  

@SportsInsightUK

I t is no surprise to hear that the 
specialist running market since 
about 2008 has been somewhat 

volatile.  After all, many retailers 
from across the retail sector 
have been subject to poor sales, 
stilted growth and in some cases 
contraction of their estate.

Due to the rippling effect of the 
recession and the deep influence it 
had on people's available spending 
power, sales in specialist retail 
especially have been unreliable 
and in some cases catastrophic.  

The tightening of people's purse 
strings and the relentless cost of 
living freeze meant that items that 
were once freely purchased as a 
means to ‘do something healthy’ 
became items on the ‘not really 
essential’ list. The squeeze on 
cash didn’t only affect the buying 
public, it ran through the whole 
supply chain. The lack of cash 
exchange both up and down the 
supply chain became something 
that was passed back and forth 
like an over-used running sock. 
More often than not, the retailer 
had to take the full force of this 
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‘squeeze’ as it got passed down from 
the manufacture in the form of price 
increases. As any retailer knows 
margin is really for sanity while 
turnover is often for vanity and the 
SRP’s increased had to be passed 
on. This invariably resulted in less 
footfall and, as a result, less sales 
from the regular customer base.   

In the past few years there have 
been casualties that have seen 
good companies disappear off the 

Confidence is returning but 
stay passionate to flourish

Jonathan Midwood, Up and Running general 
manager, examines the running market

specialist running landscape. Brands 
with strong and respected heritages, 
wiped out and their particular brand 
message and ethos scored out of 
the history books, like carvings on 
a derelict temple. However, the 
clearing of the retail landscape 
can provide opportunities for new 
growth and re-development.   

In the last 36 months there has 
definitely been more confidence 
in the market place. The volatility 
of pricing has changed and there 
appears to be a settling of SRP’s 
which has allowed the retailer to sell 
with more confidence.

Products that were ‘stripped back’ 
in terms of their construction and 
materials are now becoming plusher. 
This results in further confidence 
that what is being sold is worth what 
the SRP states it should be held out 
for. Products are now being sold as a 
premium product and as a result any 
consumer coming into the market 
place is more prepared to spend.

This positive trend builds not 
only customer confidence, but 
perhaps more importantly, retailer 
confidence. Something that for 



H ow you present products 
defines a big part of 
your store's image to 

your customers. That customer, 
remember, is used to shopping 
elsewhere and judges you by his 
experience up and down the High 
Street. So you can't rely on your 
knowledge or pricing - you have to 
deliver the ambience, too, which 
means look hard at your shopfitting. 

Small retailers commonly put 
off investing in new shop fittings. 
It's disruptive, it feels like dead 
expenditure and the temptation is to 
put money into areas that will show a 
more tangible, instant return. What's 
more, the existing kit is presentable 
(sort of) and it's always done its job. 
So the store interior gradually ages 
and the image degrades with it.

But where do you start? 
You could go to an exhibition. 

Here you'd see a huge range of 
businesses, all featuring the latest 
materials and creative ideas. I’d 
recommend going to a general show 
rather than one focused on sports 
retail. The main annual show is 
Retail Interiors. 

In the meantime, you could 
contact a trade association. The 
Shop and Display Equipment 
Association (SDEA) have over 200 
members and a helpline 01883 
348911 to enable you to find the right 
supplier. If you're planning a more 
bespoke refit, perhaps designed by 
an architect, you might prefer the 
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National Association of Shopfitters 
on 01883 624961. 

Both organisations’ websites are 
useful resources. SDEA are at www.
sdea.co.uk and NAS are at www.
shopfitters.org. Both list members 
and provide hotlinks to their sites. 
Since visual effect is a key element 
of shopfitting, being able to see 
examples of work from a range of 
suppliers without moving from your 
desk is very convenient.

Naturally, however, the most 
common start point is to go 
shopping. Nothing beats wearing 
out some shoe leather on a selection 
of High Streets, seeing how 
other people have done it. In the 
process, you will, hopefully, pick 
up some useful ideas. Shopfitting 
manufacturers invariably put their 
names somewhere on their output so 
you have a decent chance of tracing 
the supplier. Even if you don't have 
a name, SDEA will put out a trace 
to its members based on a detailed 
description.

Where should you spend your 
money? All the designers start with 
one word: lighting. (Correction: 
they get to lighting when they've 
stopped wittering about corporate 
ethos, ambience and environment). 
Think of every specialist store you 
enjoy - the lighting will be good. 
You need a mixture of ambient and 
focused lighting to create that light, 
airy effect and then concentrate 
customer attention on key areas, 

special offers etc. If you can isolate 
this as the weakness of your 
premises, you're lucky, because 
the cost of righting this wrong is 
relatively low and easy to implement. 

Unfortunately, improved lighting 
shows up other weaknesses, starting 
with shelving, which is a deeply 
boring subject on the face of it. 
Now, you might plan for customers 
never to see your shelves, and quite 
right too. However, they are the 
salesman's version of the dumb 
waiter. You need to get shelving 
right.

The fact is that there's a Santa's 
sackful of choice. Flexibility surely 
has to be the key word. As fast as 
you might think you've got the 
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arrangement of your shelving right, 
manufacturers come up with new 
brands, new products. Your shelving 
has to be able to respond to these 
prompts.

Anyone selling you shelving 
should also be able to supply co-
ordinated dump bins and a range of 
ancillary items. The whole package 
should be idiot simple to use. If the 
salesman can't show you how to 
put it up and knock it down in a few 
minutes, it's not as simple as it 
could be.

In the same terms, is it 
lightweight? Naturally the sales 
blurb will claim that it is easily 
movable. By one teenaged staff 
member or the Gloucester front 

row?  Only if moving the system 
around is easy will you get best value 
from its flexibility.

Number of aisles and number of 
shelves is highly subjective. When 
does open and airy start to look 
empty? When does busy-looking 
become crowded? You might think 
that more shelving means more 
products on display, means more 
sales, but it doesn't always follow - 
look at Next: lots of open space and 
lots of customers.

The height of each aisle should 
reflect your typical customer. 
Because he/she doesn't have arms 
like Twizzle, it's pointless stacking 
product high. Since women are 
a growing proportion of your 
customers, think in terms of the 
height and reach of the average 
woman. Be conscious, too, of the 
height and reach of your average four 
year old. You can't keep those fiddly 
fingers away from your tasteful 
display, but you can protect yourself 
from little hands getting in the 
wrong place. Dump-bins are helpful 
here - kids can see in and use pester 
power to help sales but they can't 
reach in.

Width of aisles is based on the 
same practical considerations. As 
much product as possible should 
be in the eye-line as the customer 
walks down the aisle centre. Aisles 
should reflect what's merchandised 
there: is there enough space to swing 
a racket?

ALWAYS PRESENT YOURSELF 
IN THE BEST LIGHT

Paul Clapham looks at the issue of shopfitting



Scott Ritchie, sport marketing 
co-ordinator, Scott Sports SA (UK 
Branch), said : “It was the first time 
SCOTT had attended OTS and we 
were very impressed with the show, 
from the venue at Stoneleigh Park 
to the visitors to the stand. We were 
able to spend time with quality 
customers and had a great show 
that we can now build on going 
forward for our 2018 sell in. I have 
no doubt we’ll be back at OTS next 
year after the success we’ve already 
had from the show!” 

showcase their new and existing 
product ranges to retail buyers. 
OTS 2018 dates will be announced 
shortly, visit the OTS website www.
outdoortradeshow.com for further 
information.

Research is currently taking 
place with exhibitors and visitors to 
establish the preferred location and 
dates for next year.

Andrew Geere, of Ruffwear, 
said: “The show proved to be 
successful for us with many new 
account enquiries and meetings 
with existing customers. We also 
received a considerable amount of 
personal interest from dog owners 
exhibiting and attending, further 
raising the profile of the brand and 
showcasing the product.”

Ann Chappell, of Laundreez, said: 
“This was my first industry trade 
show and I learned a great deal 
from both the other exhibitors and 
visitors. The staff were extremely 
helpful prior to and during  
he show.”
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O TS 2017 was host to over 
500 new and existing 
brands who signed up to 

showcase their product ranges to 
retailers. The show was revamped 
for this summer’s exhibition, with 
new July dates, new brands, new 
joint partner (OIA), a new layout 
inside the exhibition halls and 
more, with an increase of exhibitor 
numbers. 

Although the show was quieter, 
feedback received by exhibitors 
since the event has indicated 
that the quality of retail visitors 
was strong, with many taking 
good orders. This is likely due to 
the overall increase in retailers, 
specifically buyers forming a much 
larger percentage of visitors than 
in 2016.

OTS brings buyers and sellers 
together under one roof and 
attracts the key players from 
the outdoor industry, providing 
a fantastic opportunity for 
distributors and manufacturers to 
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OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 2017 
ATTRACTS THE CROWDS

Quality visitor attendance at OTS following new July dates

UK OUTDOOR INDUSTRY AWARDS 
For the third year in a row, all of the innovative new outdoor 
products entered into the 2018 UK Outdoor Industry Awards 
were on display in a dedicated area at the show. For the first 
time, visitors were able to take the opportunity to vote for 
their favourite products across all ten categories on the iPads 
provided. These votes helped the prestigious panel of judges 
to select the finalists, which were announced at the OTS Party 
on the Wednesday evening. For further information, please 
visit www.outdoorindustriesassociation.co.uk/awards

WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
New for OTS 2017, the Workshop Programme was a popular 
addition for visitors interested in learning more about 
topics such as The Power of Retail Finance (presented by 
ActSmart), The Importance of Display (presented by Made 
You Look! Visual Display Training), Captivating Customers 
is no longer optional (presented by Myagi) and Introducing 
key complementary products to your customers (presented by 
Don Gladstone, Peoplework).

NEW BRANDS
There were a number of first time exhibitors at the show this 
year, including: Acai, Alpina, Armadillo Merino, Backpacker,  
Berghaus, Brand Fusion, Channel Jumper, Dolomite/Scott 
Running, Ecosmo Bike, Falcon Technical, Freewaters, GP 
Batteries, Killtec, KitBrix, Jet Press, Jobe Sports, Laundreez, 
Mammut, Pacsafe, Ocean Kayak, Old Town, Orderwise, 
Ortovox, PJS Wholesale, Ruffwear, Sprayway, Task Force 
Distribution, The Geocaching Guy, Top to Toe, Venture 
Wholesale, Vibram and Vita Energies.

THE OTS PARTY 
The party took place after the second day of the show, and 
visitors were treated to a performance by the Goodfellows 
band and UK Outdoor Industry Awards finalists’ presentation. 
It offered an opportunity for visitors and exhibitors to 
get together after a day of buying and selling in a relaxed 
environment.

SHOW HIGHLIGHTS



A lthough the UK high street 
is undoubtedly under 
pressure, figures from two 

of the UK's largest landlords this 
month showed that premium retail 
locations are still bringing in high 
rental yields.

While secondary and tertiary 
positions are seeing significant 
vacancies, so much so that we 
hear figures suggesting over 20 per 
cent of some UK high streets are 
lying empty, there are significant 
differences at either end of the 
market. 

The headline locations that 
major retailers, and brands that 
have become retailers, wish to 
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occupy are still in demand, and 
those retailers are still paying the 
high rents associated with them. We 
can conclude from this that there is 
either some immediate commercial 
return on this investment or that 
the tenants see some auxiliary 
benefit from being there. That could 
be the ability to provide consumer 
experience in a fantastic venue or it 
could be the profile that a primary 
position can bring to a brand.

As discussed in previous columns, 
there are success stories out there 
(Waterstones, John Lewis, H&M) 
but you only have to take a walk along 
the high street of any town or city and 
you’ll see the very familiar collection 
of empty units, charity shops, mobile 
phone stores and bookmakers.

Beyond those sad facades, you’ll 
find some familiar respite in the 
multinational chains that show up 
around Europe and the world. In 
terms of appearance, these identikit 
stores can certainly give us some 
direction as to what our consumers 
are looking for; they don’t become 
universal without offering either 
desirable products or great service 
or both.

We can learn from those stores, 
of course, but we can also observe 
what they are and attempt to be 
different. Our independent stores 
can offer an alternative to this global 
homogenisation through individual 
presentation along with product and 
domain knowledge and a consumer 
centric experience.

We can identify our own 
independent champions too. There 
are new speciality doors opening - 
or existing ones refitting - who are 
taking the feel and atmosphere of 
high end (dare I say cool?) stores 
and using that as the inspiration for 
layouts and presentation style of 
run and sport specialty. Particularly 
in major cities where our new 
consumer prevails, why shouldn’t a 
running shop take on the premium 
feel of fashion or other consumer 
goods? If the consumer is happy in 
that environment, and feels that the 
products and services available are 
suited to the premium feel of the 
store then he may also be prepared 
to dig deeper into his pocket for the 
right product.

The trend for clean, minimalist 
retail environments can also be low 
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cost, and flexible enough to feature 
the experiential side of our industry 
with, for example, three-camera gait 
analysis and insole customisation 
can easily find a home inside such a 
store.

Every runner or sportsman wants 
to be a little bit better than they were 
yesterday. The right product and the 
right presentation of that product 
can help them feel they can be a 
little bit better, if they invest in that 
product. And honestly, if we do our 
job right, we’re not just selling them a 
dream, we are selling them a reality.  
The right product can make a runner 
a little bit faster or give them the 
capacity to train a little bit harder.

Conversely, a whitewashed 
slatwall behind rows of side-on shoes 
is no way to merchandise in 2017. 
This prescriptive presentation is 
both tired and ineffective. Displaying 
product in a more imaginative 
format can not only help sell a 
product in the first place, it can lead 
to add-on or future sales.

Great presentation will introduce 
the consumer to different products, 
and also to different conversations 
around those products. It can enable 

us to differentiate between product 
silos and brands. We can use clever 
presentation to introduce a different 
category to a runner, to show them 
a trail shoe or a racing shoe. It’s also 
possible to use colour to tell a story 
and to “shop a look” as our digital 
friends do so well.

We can even reference the all-
powerful supermarkets and the 
techniques they use to maximise 
sales and to generate add on 
purchases. My favourite example 
of complimentary merchandising 
was in Tescos where packets of 
headache tablets hung happily in the 
drinks aisle alongside bottle of wine 
and beer! Maybe our alternative is 
to put blister plasters next to packs 
of comfy new socks, or earbuds and 
phone cases next to the shoe wall?

Let’s not just see the high street as 
a threat or as competition. We should 
embrace their ideas and respect their 
success. As the proverbial nation of 
shopkeepers, retail is one of the UK’s 
greatest industries and there are so 
many examples out there of good 
and bad. 

To win, we need to be the same, 
but different.

Jonathan Quint, Saucony marketing manager EMEA, urges 
retailers to research and replicate

WHAT LESSONS CAN BE LEARNED FROM 
THE HIGH STREET GLOBAL STORES?
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not phase them. Local publicity 
to the clubs that do these sports is 
advised and you will be surprised 
how very quickly you start to bring 
in new consumers through the door.

There are so many brands to 
choose from that you can build a 
portfolio of products that offer you 
USPs to other stores around you. 
With an expansion into new sectors 
of sport this will give your web portal 
the chance to expand as well, with 
new SEO and visibility options this 
will create new consumers.

We can look further at 
segmentation in the sports like 
ultra running and mountain bike 
stores, there is even options for 
these stores, X-terra, the off-road 
version of triathlon and again all of 
the above apply here to capture new 
consumers.

Last but not least many of you 
could also consider Duathlon, a fast-
growing sport that only takes on the 
bike and the run elements, this is 
where you will discover the largest 
number of newbies that are looking 
for information and advice.

Remember keep it simple, test the 
water and use social media to tell 
the story to your local community to 
grab their attention. Give it a Tri.

journey. These are essential to the 
athlete’s daily program.

Is it that simple? Yes, I know it is. 
Whether you are a running store or 
a bike shop, your customer database 
is already playing with triathlon. 
The problem and limitation so many 
times when you are a specialist 
store. 

You have already convinced them 
that you are a run shop or a bike shop 
so adding in the new sport should 

F or many, triathlon will 
seem like a can of worms, 
three sports all requiring 

different equipment, a minefield of 
technology.

That said it does not have to be 
overwhelming. The basics of the 
sport are quite simple and for all 
intents and purposes you don’t have 
to be a bike shop selling bikes to be a 
tri store.

The end consumer focuses on the 
race and the store falls foul having 
race clothing, aero helmets so on and 
so on. When asked, most triathletes 
race about six times a year as it is 
very much dependent on warmer 
weather.

When you really start to look at 
it, the training for the three sports 
is where we should focus. Stock 
the items that they really need, 
swimming training aids, running 
shoes and training clothing and then 
the cycling clothing like normal bib 
shorts, helmets and shoes.

Let’s say you are a running store, 
you can open new sales by bringing 
in the above items and building a Tri 
database, this also applies to the bike 
shops you don’t need to be offering 
gait analysis to sell running shoes. It 
is very easy to size and work out the 
needs of most runners.

I am not trying to play down the 
expertise that running and biking 
shops have as independents. With 
such a growth opportunity for both 
don’t simply hand this over to the 
mid-size national business and the 
online players. 

Training does play a huge part 
into the needs of triathletes and 
the sales hopper, with training 
starting at around six hours a week, 
all the way up to 25 hours plus if 
they’re competing in Ironman. This 
means consumers are training in all 
weathers.

The one easy win is that the 
triathlete likes kit, I mean really 
likes kit! I know I am one! They are 
focused on the detail; does it give me 
less drag in the water? Does it make 
me stronger on the bike and will 
it lower my running pace? Having 
just race kit is just one piece to the 
puzzle, in fact the kit requirements 
can be a threefold deal - like the 
discipline itself.

I call this the customer journey to 
the start line.

Training T1 
(Transition one)
This is where the bulk of sales are as 
I have explained about the amount 
of training they do. The conditions 
force more purchasing and the three 
sports are very normal in this phase 
on the kit they need. Swimming 
indoors being the least amount of 
sales.

Racing T2 
(Transition two)
This is where some of the biggest 
sale items are. However, for you the 
retailer you only get to sell them this 
once, as back to the rule they only 
race six times a year. It takes up a 
lot of space in the store and does 
not have enough rotation to justify 
the cost of the space and can also be 
obsolete very quickly. Examples here 
are seasonal clothing brands.

Post training and racing 
T3 (Transition three)
Recovery clothing and nutrition, 
these also fall into a sales pattern 
much like the racing part of the sales 

TRIATHLON
is it really three times the amount 
of work? Or should you just Tri it?

David Hemming, UK country manager for 
X-Bionic, looks at how to take advantage of the 

triathlon market
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when we compare the numbers of 
people tuning in for some of the 
most watched events on television 
in 2016, including the Oscars - 32.9 
million, the NBA final - 30.8 million 
- these numbers are overshadowed 
by the 36 million people tuning in to 
watch a eSports’ League of Legends 
final. 

“There’s a domino effect, 
where some sport club sees their 
competitors coming into the space 
and they start to further analyse 
‘this is a young demographic, this is 
how we’re gonna make money one 
day’” notes Fnatic’s Chief Gaming 
Officer, Patrik Sättermon.

Football clubs have made no 
effort to hide their intentions, the 
investments allows them to tap into 
a previously unobtainable audience 
- but what will happen if they 
are met with disinterest by these 
enthusiasts? 

Patrick Nally, the Founding 
Father of Modern Sports 
Marketing is skeptical to the 
sudden surge of investment, 
warning that “there is a danger that 
football clubs are trying to latch 
onto a market, and that market 
does not want to latched onto… the 
eSports community doesn’t want 
to have this sort of big corporate 
sponsorship that’s in other sports”. 

In order to enable the 
relationship to be mutually 
beneficially, investors must be able 
to compromise and allow a certain 
degree of independence for the 
industry to maintain it’s own sense 
of identity. This is the only way to 
reap the rewards of this blossoming 
gold mine. 

For a deeper look, you can catch 
the full story here.
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eSports is an emerging 
industry, boasting an 
audience size which has 

seen double digit growth over the 
past five years and captures the 
attention of more spectators than 
an NBA final. 

With each passing year, the 
eSports industry has not only 
experienced exponential growth in 
terms of audience, but also in terms 
of capital. Back in 2015, business 
strategist Michael Wolf, reported 
that a professional video game 
league in the US could become a 
$1 billion industry by 2018 and the 
eSports industry as a whole could 
be estimated at $4 billion. As a 
comparison, the National Hockey 
League in the US brings in revenues 
of $3.8 billion.

Given the size of the audience, 
which has grown by 88 million in 
two years alone, and has a core 
set of 191 million fans, otherwise 
referred to as ‘enthusiasts’ who 
actively digest hours and hours of 
eSports every week, it’s no wonder 
that football clubs including 
Manchester United, West Ham, 
Wolfsburg and Paris Saint-
Germain are all looking to get a cut 
of the action.

These household names envy 
eSports’ potential in capturing the 
hold of millennial’s attention - an 
increasingly difficult thing to do 
which is already making ripples 
across the sports industry. Take for 
example, the NBA announcing in 
early 2017 that they would revisit 
a decision to decrease game times 
due to a fall in viewership. While on 
the other hand, eSports’ viewership 
continues to rise with a vigorous 
force. To put this into perspective, 
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eSPORTS: THE INDUSTRY OF 
EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL

Richard Wilson, CLICKON 's CEO, looks at the rise of esports



adopt the booklet as your 
own stock collection.
 
HOW EASY IS IT FOR 

CUSTOMERS TO USE 
YOUR BESPOKE DESIGN 
SERVICE AND HOW QUICKLY 
CAN IT BE TURNED AROUND?
Our bespoke service allows 
customers to make use of our large 
stocks of sports and outerwear 
fabrics held at our manufacturing 
units around the world. If we 
don’t currently stock the colour 
scheme you need why not speak 
to us about making your bespoke 
colours scheme and if this utilises 
existing fabric stock, garments 

WHY CHOOSE BEHRENS 
FOR YOUR SPORT AND 
CASUALWEAR? WHAT SETS 
YOU APART?
Behrens have been innovating 
fabrics for almost 200 years so when 
you buy a garment from us, you know 
all of those years of knowledge and 
expertise have gone into building a 
product that is fantastic quality and 
built to last. We are also the only 
supplier of unbranded teamwear 
offering next day delivery on our 100 
per cent in stock range.

HOW LARGE AND VARIED IS 
YOUR RANGE?
We currently hold just over 
900 SKUs in our Manchester 
warehouse and this is set to grow 
when we extend or range to include 
11 stock colours across the five 
core teamwear garments from 
this September. The inclusion of 
specialist match day garments for 
cricket and rugby as well as six 
different types of sports bag (from 
rucksacks to large wheeled kit bags) 
puts a huge range of unbranded 
products at your disposal.
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HOW QUICKLY CAN YOU 
DELIVER ORDERS?
All orders placed before 3pm are 
delivered the next working day 
to ensure you have plenty of time 
to decorate the products and hit 
your customers' deadline. Where 
customers are local to our Trafford 
Park base, orders can also be 
collected the same day if you need to 
move quickly.
 
HOW CAN CUSTOMERS CHECK 
WHAT IS AVAILABLE AND 
WHAT NEW LINES YOU HAVE?
All of our trade customers receive a 
weekly email showing our free to sell 
stock on a Monday and further daily 
updates can be downloaded from our 
website if you need more accurate 
stock figures later in the week. New 
lines are promoted through the same 
weekly stock email and anyone 
wanting to see the range first hand 
can click on a link to arrange a rep 
visit. The Behrens website (www.
behrens.co.uk) also has a full list 
of all garments we stock with high 
resolution images available from 
the site. 

Tradition and quality keep the 
business moving forward
Mike Humble, Behrens Business 
Development Manager, speaks 
about their company and its future

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU 
OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Alongside the huge stock holding we 
keep enabling you to avoid tying up 
cash in your own stock range, we also 
provide design assistance to help you 
show what our range will look like 
branded up with your logo. As our 
new product booklets are unbranded 
we can design and print a bespoke 
front cover including your company 
logo and contact details so you can 

can be manufactured in 4-5 weeks. 
Minimum orders for this type of 
project tend to be around 50 units 
per size but give us a call to discuss 
your specific requirements.

DO YOU OFFER ADVICE ON 
GARMENT FITTING AND SIZE 
SPECIFICATION?
Every garment we hold in stock 
has a full garment specification 
and size chart available to enable 
you to accurately judge what your 
customer needs, avoiding those 
decoration nightmares when sizing 
is inconsistent. The best thing to do 
as always is pick up the phone and 
discuss your needs as we are always 
happy to give help and advice on this 
and anything else we can assist with.
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When taking your product to 
a show, your main choices are 
common carrier, sea or air freight, 
or a courier service such as DHL or 
FedEx. It’s important to not leave 
this decision to the last minute, as 
your options may be reduced and 
your costs might rise. 

CHOOSE WHAT'S RIGHT 
FOR YOU
It’s vitally important to determine 
your right transportation option. 
You should consider the packaging 
needs of the shipment, the origin 
and destination of the shipment 
and the amount of time set aside for 
transportation. Don’t forget pick-up 
and delivery requirements. Let’s 
have a quick look at the advantages 
and disadvantages of each. 

ADVANTAGES?
Common carriers are less expensive 
and it is easy to check with them on 
your shipment's location. Specialist 
exhibition freight companies offer 
more specialised and personalised 
point-to-point service. They are 
equipped to handle crated or 
specialist pieces, the same driver 
loads and unloads shipments. Sea 
or air freight usually offers the 
quickest means of transportation 
to show venues as they are 
specialised freight forwarders, 
and courier service can be the 
quickest means of transportation 
to show site for last-minute details. 

DISADVANTAGES?
The disadvantages of common 
carriers are that they often make 
several transfers, which can 
increase the possibility of loss and 
damage. Little direct contact is 
made with the exhibitor because 
they usually work directly with 
the show contractor. The load 
may not be able to tolerate normal 
road shock which isn’t good for 
sensitive equipment, and common 
carriers only accept boxed 
consignments. The disadvantages 
of air and sea freight are that 
brokers don’t have allegiance to 
any one freight or commercial 
airline, resulting in high costs. 
Furthermore, airline baggage 
handlers often use harsh handling 
techniques, and freight is limited 
to certain sized pieces.

DO YOUR HOMEWORK
It’s important to research all 
your options. You should select 
a carrier that has a dedicated 
exhibition service, 24-hour 
tracking capability and drivers 
who have experience delivering to 
show sites. Check references, find 
out what procedures they take for 
support before, during and after 
the move. If you don’t ask, you 
don’t get.

ENTERTAIN GOING DOWN 
THE OFFICIAL ROUTE
Find out from show management 
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if they have an official carrier for 
the event. A recommended or 
official carrier is likely to offer 
special prices as an incentive to 
use its services.

MAKE SURE TO LEVERAGE 
VOLUME DISCOUNTS
To get the best pricing from your 
carrier, consider an annual option, 
or consolidating all your corporate 
shipping needs. It is also worth 
asking if you have more than one 
bulky product to ship.

INSURE SHIPMENTS
This goes without saying, but 
there are several insurance 
options available for your exhibit: 
corporate insurance policies, 
common carrier or van line 
insurance, and extended liability 
coverage. Ask your carrier what 
insurance coverage they can offer 
for individual shipments, whether 
they offer insurance that covers 
the exhibit for the entire show, 
and what their procedure is for 
taking care of any damage claims. 
Every carrier is insured against 
loss or delay. Check for specifics. 
Ask about reimbursements for 
loss and specific guarantees 
concerning inclement weather or 
natural disasters.

LABEL CORRECTLY
Again, a simple one, but you 
should label every box, carton or 

crate with the show name and 
booth number you are shipping. 
Make sure all shipping labels are 
securely attached on top of old 
labels. We’d advise taking pre-
printed labels with the return 
address to replace in-bound ones.

EXHIBITING ABROAD
So, you’ve committed to 
exhibiting abroad, well you should 
consider using a shipper that has 
a worldwide fleet or established 
subsidiary connections. Check 
what help they will give you with 
customs, what documents to 
have, temporary import bonds, 
warehousing and consolidation. 
You should ask for guarantees for 
quick customs clearance and the 
shortest, least expensive delivery 
route. Once again, you don’t 
ask, you don’t get. They will be 
expecting to hear these questions.

So, that’s it, you’ve made it to 
the show following these top tips, 
but one final security pointer 
to consider once there, is never 
count one hundred percent on 
your trade show booth having 
a lock. It is OK to lock up large 
pieces of equipment that can’t 
be easily moved and store them 
overnight at your booth or stand. 
But whenever possible, you really 
should remove all valuables from 
the trade show booth counter lock 
box at night.

HOW TO SENSIBLY TRANSPORT YOUR

PRODUCTS TO A TRADE SHOW
Greg Lennox, managing director of RAL Display, looks at a few important factors 

to consider when preparing to take your product to exhibitions. 

W hen thousands of 
people attend a trade 
show exhibition hall 

with their colleagues, customers 
and client prospects, the good 
news is that there is a lot of sales 
prospecting and high-powered 
networking going on. The bad 
news is that you might have a bulky 
product to transport.

If you can take your products 
to a show in your own van, then 
this article might not be for you. 
But if you have a large item to 
exhibit, or if you are exhibiting 
overseas, you may want to take the 
following ten tips and pointers into 
consideration. 

ALWAYS PLAN
First things first, the more time 
you have to plan, the better you can 
organise the best transportation 
options for your specific needs. 
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PROTECT YOUR 
ASSETS IN COMFORT 

don’t find the name to be 
too direct!

IS BEING 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY A LARGE PART 
OF THE ETHOS OF THE 
COMPANY?
Yes, CSR as a whole I would 
say, but not in a very direct 
way. We’ve always focused 
on doing it the right way - 
using Oeko-tex certified 
fabrics, securing product 
traceability and ensuring 
and documenting good 
working conditions at the 
factories etc. We produce 
everything now in Turkey, 
which makes it easy for us 
to follow all productions 
and production steps more 
closely than when we were 
producing in China.

WHAT NEXT FOR 
COMFYBALLS?
We’re making some women's 
underwear and some tees, 
but that is more for fun. We’re 
developing some new fabrics 
both in the performance area 
and in the fashion area. We’re 
good focusing on men’s boxers, 
and we think there are quite 
a few opportunities to 
develop the Comfyballs 
lines further.

CAN YOU TELL ME THE 
HISTORY OF THE COMPANY?
Coming from finance, advising 
on acquisitions and divestitures 
as a partner in a Norwegian M&A 
boutique, entering the Fashion 
business as a start-up was kind 
of sudden, but at the same time 
the concept of a unique boxer had 
matured in my head for a period of 
three-four years.

The product idea came to me 
when playing indoor soccer with 
mates. The “hang-loose” experience 
you get with regular boxers is not 
ideal, so we started talking about 
what could be improved in order to 
increase comfort by keeping things 
tighter. I started making prototypes 
with different patterns and elastics 
and with the help of my wife and a 
sewing machine we started getting 
somewhere in 2009/2010. Late 2010 
some of my sporting mates tested 
the prototypes, and were ecstatic. 
At that moment, I realized that this 
is something uniquely different that 
guys would like to use.

I did a lot of valuations and 
business plans for other people’s 
businesses in my old job, and 
started working on a business plan 
for Comfyballs in parallel with 
developing the product further. In 
a crowded market, the uniquely 
different properties of Comfyballs 
are a prerequisite for succeeding. 
Most other boxers are very much 
same-same, with most high street 
brands using the same fabrics, the 
same patterns and being made in the 
same factories in the Far East.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO 
DEVELOP COMFYBALLS?
Having an 80 per cent working 
prototype, and a fairly robust 
business plan, I left my job in late 
2011 and by early 2012 we had a 
good prototype that we finalised at 
the first factory we used to produce 
in volume, in China. We did minor 
tweaks during the spring of 2012 
after professional athletes had 
tested and provided feedback. So we 
spent approximately three-and-a-
half years from product idea to ready 
to produce.

WHAT CHALLENGES DID 
YOU FACE IN BRINGING 
THE PRODUCT TO THE 
MARKETPLACE?
From a product perspective, there 
is clearly much more to design and 
technicalities than meets the eye. 
We struggled a lot with securing 
consistent fabric qualities, flat-lock 
seam design, PackageFront-elastic 
seam production, waistband elastic 
yarn qualities, care label print 
quality etc.

We use Invista’s All Season Pro 
fabric in our Performance series 
because it works best in terms of 
wicking and breathing properties, 
even though it is one of the most 
expensive artificial yarns you can use 
for a boxer.

When we introduced our super 
soft Wood series (Modal mixed 
with Cotton) we chose to use Lenzig 
Modal, even though most consumers 
probably would not be able to 
spot the quality difference to less 
expensive Modal yarns.

We use micro polyester in all our 
waistbands to keep them as soft as 
possible without compromising 
durability or vertical stability. The 
quality aspect to this is evident to 
the consumer only after 20-30 wash 
cycles, when the waistband still 
performs as new.

So I would say another USP is 
product quality.

The Comfyballs concept started 
out as a sports-focused product, 
but as the fan base grew, we learned 
that most people also like to wear 
Comfyballs in all aspects of life. Our 
three main ranges now cover most of 
the market, from Everyday (Cotton), 
to Fashion (Wood) to Sports 
(Performance).

The Comfyballs brand name 
itself is also kind of an USP, because 
people in general get interested in 
what this is. Luckily, most people 
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Anders Selvig, chief executive of Comfyballs, talks to Mark Hayhurst about 
his company and the future for their product

www.sports-insight.co.uk

From a market perspective, 
the key to getting people to know 
Comfyballs is to get them to try them 
on. At the start, when few people had 
heard about Comfyballs in Norway, 
the athletes that had contributed 
to the testing were the main people 
talking about Comfyballs, and it kind 
of grew from there.

WHAT ARE COMFYBALLS' 
USP?
Our biggest USP is definitely 
comfort. Without the Comfy-ball 
product being uniquely different, 
with the PackageFront elastic, I do 
not think that Comfyballs would 
have existed.

We use combed cotton mixed 
with eight per cent Lycra in our 
Cotton series because it gives a 
softer and better fit, even though 
five per cent Lycra fabric would be 
99 per cent of the comfort and much 
easier to source.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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N ew running brands 
have a tough job 
ahead of them if 

they're to compete with the 
giants, but with the right people on 
board and a clear vision, it can be 
done.

Brand giants such as Nike, Adidas, 
New Balance, Asics, Brooks and 
Mizuno continue to dominate the 
world of running – and running 
shoes – so to break into the market is 
no easy task. The athletic footwear 
industry is huge – and it grew by 
three percent in the US in 2016, 
generating $17.5 billion, according 
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RUNNING 
Fiona Bugler reports on running brand 361˚'s 

move into Europe

Breaking into the business of

to global information company The 
NPD Group (https://www.npd.
com/).

But in recent years some new 
brands have pushed through and 
now rank highly with a bigger share 
of sales. Under Armour, who for 
six consecutive years averaged a 
quarterly growth rate of 20 per cent, 
managed to get to the top of the 
league table of sportswear brands 
in 2015 and 2016, coming second 
only to Nike (until being usurped 
by Adidas this year), according to 
marketing specialists NPD.

Now another brand is making 
some noise in the world of running. 
361˚ are certainly not new to the 
game. The global brand which was 
founded in 2003 has its roots in 
the East and is one of the biggest 
sporting goods brands in China. 
Within its vision to become a global 
sports brand, the company expanded 
its business into the Americas, Asia 
and since 2016 in EMEA.

When they expanded into the 
US, they reached out and connected 
with experienced individuals and 
agencies.

In 2014, when they moved 
into the US, American running 
publication Competitor reported 
that 'its management staff has vast 
experience in the US market—
including several execs who 
formerly worked at ASICS just down 
the road from its office in Irvine.'

Now moving into Europe, the 
brand has settled on Amsterdam 
for its HQ. It seems like an obvious 
location for a European office 



Not surprisingly with the high-level input from ex-Asics staff, many runners 
have compared the Sensation 2 to Asics, and it certainly does have the look 
and feel of an Asics shoe. Colourways and overall aesthetics are great for 
both men and women. The shoe offers a sturdy ride and comes with 
medial support for stability. It's cushioned and designed with 
high mileage runners in mind. As a runner who wears very 
lightweight shoes, this took some time to get used to, 
but for the average marathon runner it's a great 
offering. The technology is QU!KFOAM 
which is described as 
offering a 'unique 
running experience; 
a combination of 
supreme cushioning 
and responsiveness'.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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REVIEW OF 361° SENSATION 2

After another period of sporting excellence 
for us Brits with Chris Froome at the Tour de 
France and the English women’s cricket team 
winning the cricket world cup, do we start to 
feel that we really have a gender gap in terms of 
coverage and prize money? 

Is this quote 'a turning point?' England's 
World Cup triumph can be a "springboard" 

for women's cricket around the world, according to captain Heather 
Knight. The hosts beat India by nine runs at Lord's in front of a sell-out 
26,500 crowd, the second biggest in Women's World Cup history. And 
more than 50 million people worldwide watched the group stages.

But I think if you compare a sport and it’s like for like then the 
answer is still yes, unfortunately. Let’s look at road cycling. Most 
people have heard about the Tour de France but how many have heard 
about La Course?  Not many I would imagine?  For those that don’t 
know it’s the female version of the Tour de France.

Let’s look at the facts – it’s only the fourth year that La Course 
has happened, and it only consists of two stages compared to its 
male version of twenty-one. The TDF was launched as a newspaper 
publicity stunt in 1903. The Tour de France instantly proved itself 
an epic test of endurance, with competitors in the first race pedalling 
through the night on gruelling stages that lasted upwards of 24 
hours. Cheating was also endemic from the very start and world wars 
cancelled 11 races.

On July 1, 1903, 60 men mounted their bicycles outside the Café 
au Reveil Matin in the Parisian suburb of Montgeron. The five-dozen 
riders were mostly French, with just a sprinkle of Belgians, Swiss, 
Germans and Italians. A third were professionals sponsored by 
bicycle manufacturers, the others simply devotees of the sport. All 60 
wheelmen, however, were united by the challenge of embarking on an 
unprecedented test of endurance - not to mention the 20,000 francs in 
prize money - in the inaugural Tour de France.

Let’s look at prize money, Team Sky won over a third of the 
€2,287,650 prize, claiming €716,590 while Cofidis take home a measly 
€19,230 as the bottom ranked 22nd team of the peloton. The overall 
prize money is down from 2016 when €2,295,850 was awarded to the 
peloton. Chris Froome won the bulk of Sky's prize money as he was 
awarded €500,000 for his win, the fourth of his career, along with 
€500 for each day spent in yellow and his minor places in stage results.

And the women’s La Course? This headline from 2015 was very 
worrying.

Did La Course Stiff Some Female Riders of Their Prize Money?
The 2014 La Course, held during the Tour de France, promised 

to pay female racers the same as professional men. One year later, 
some riders have yet to be paid. It was a €30,000 total prize pot but 
has it changed in 2017? Having trawled the internet I cannot find this 
information but a reliable contact mentioned £7,000 for the top team 
compared to £700,000 for Team Sky, which is very disappointing. 

And when I read articles that make statements like this “Allegations 
of tokenism and muddled thinking have been voiced by Lizzie Deignan 
[Boels-Dolmans], Britain’s Olympic silver medallist”

It seems that it’s not just the BBC that has gender payment issues – 
come on cycling, you have to be better than this surely.

La Course v 
Le Tour de France
Mel Berry, chair of the TIA, looks 
at the gender gap in cycling

with some of the best freight and 
logistics providers in Europe, an 
industry talent pool to hire from and 
presumably a preferred choice over 
the UK to provide some insulation 
against a hard Brexit. 

They're reaching out into Europe 
with a strategy of getting to the 
grassroots of running. In Germany 
they have seen real success in the 
independent channel, which they 
would like to replicate in the UK 
through a partnership with a newly 
formed agency – Run NRG (Run-
NRG.com). The company wants to 
help independents achieve higher 
customer retention by not over 
distributing the product in the UK 
market.

Stephen Honight, Run NRG 
Sales Manager said: “We believe 
we have a unique proposition that 
will allow independents to sell a 
great performing 361° product to 
consumers and see the customer 
return to the store time after time for 
their second, third and fourth pair.”

Alongside Germany, products 
are currently distributed by 
specialist agents and distributors 
in Austria, the Netherlands, 
Belgium and Switzerland, Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, France and Israel.

361˚ was an official supporter of 
the 2016 Summer Olympics and 
Paralympics in Rio de Janeiro. 
The brand is working hard on 
marketing and sense of purpose 
(essential for brand success in 
2017).

This year they've launched a 
campaign called 'Beyond Your 
Expectations' which explains 
the deeper meaning of its claim 
'One Degree Beyond'. To support 
the #BeyondExpectations 
messaging, they've joined forces 
with Kai Markus Xiong, who's 
about to complete a challenge of 
Running the Silk Road (http://
runmysilkroad.com), a 12,000km 
run that started in March 2017 and 
covering eight countries, with an 
ambition of fighting prejudice and 

www.361europe.com/en/sensation-2

building cultural bridges between 
East and West. Kai was supported 
on his journey by 361˚ and at the 
time of writing he's expected to get 
through up to 20 pairs of 361˚ shoes, 
including the high mileage model, 
Sensation 2.

Kai’s journey is similar in 
many ways to the challenges 
that 361˚ International faces, 
creating a bridge between East 
and West, overcoming prejudice 
by introducing an Eastern brand 
to the Western markets. Having 
a real passion for running and 
the mental strength to perform 
#BeyondExpectations – a mantra 
that means defining one’s own 
standard of success and performing 
even beyond those expectations. 

General Manager of Europe, 
Jurian Elstgeest has set a goal of 
400 high quality points of sale by 
the start of 2018 in EMEA. And 
the brand plans to introduce new 
categories of products, beyond 
running, in the next few years.























 













selling, all three have benefits to 
consumers, manufacturers and 
retailers alike, but also cause issues 
too.

THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS 
OF RACKETS SEEM TO BE 
CONSTANTLY EVOLVING, 
INCLUDING MATERIALS ETC. 
HOW DO YOU KEEP AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF INNOVATION?
Luckily for HEAD we have an R & 
D team based at our head office in 
Austria with a production line based 
there too, so our guys can develop 

prototypes very quickly, they can 
make and test a new racket pretty 
much in a day. This does allow us 
to react and change things quickly, 
based on consumer, pro-player and 
retailer feedback. We are constantly 
looking for the next material or 
design that will create a new or 
improved benefit to the end user.

HOW IMPORTANT TO HEAD 
ARE YOUR ATHLETES, SUCH 
AS NOVAK DJOKOVIC AND 
ANDY MURRAY, IN GROWING 
THE BRAND?
Massively important, they are a key 
component to our brand, in every 
sport we are involved with we have 
partnerships with the top athletes 
in their sports, from Tennis to 
Squash, Padel to Racquetball. Their 
knowledge also helps us to strive to 
develop better products with their 
help.

DO YOU SEE AN INCREASE 
IN SALES AROUND EVENTS 
LIKE WIMBLEDON AND THE 
US OPEN AND DOES IT HELP 
WHEN BRITISH PLAYERS ARE 
DOING WELL?
For us as manufacturers our job 
is almost done before the events, 
making sure our products are in the 

A ndy Catchpole joined 
HEAD in January 2003, 
after working as a tennis 

coach in Gloucestershire, running 
the coaching of a large prestigious 
club with over 1,500 members. He 
also ran a school of tennis there plus a 
thriving pro shop.

He is currently HEAD UK's 
Racketsports category manager, 
responsible for all aspects of the 
Racketsports business in the UK, 
including; marketing, sales and 
product planning.

HOW WELL IS THE TENNIS 
MARKET FARING AT THE 
MOMENT AND RACKET 
SPORTS IN GENERAL?
It’s definitely a challenging and ever-
changing market, there have been 
many shifts in the brands that ‘lead’ 
the market over the years, even since 
I have been working at HEAD. Pretty 
much 90 per cent of the market is 
covered by the major three brands 
(sms stats 2016). The retail landscape 
has changed with the growth of the 
internet, but the big retailers who all 
the brands deal with are the same 
guys who ran successful mail order 
and high street retail businesses 
15-20 years ago.
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It is tough out there, there is no 
getting away from that fact, it’s a 
labour of love for many retailers and 
for people who work for the brands 
too, but consumers are still buying 
tennis equipment, although numbers 
have dropped over the years with a 
decreasing participation in racket 
sports.

WHAT CHANGES HAVE YOU 
SEEN IN THE MARKET IN THE 
LAST TEN YEARS?
The main ones are the internet, third 
party platforms and cross border 

Is it still a love game for racketsports?
Andy Catchpole, category manager – Racketsports, HEAD UK Ltd, 
discusses a challenging and changing marketplace

warehouses and shops of our retail 
partners, if things go well for them 
then we should get top-up business 
afterwards, but many factors can 
affect that sell-through. Having 
successful British players helps 
tennis in general for us here and 
hopefully builds participation which 
in turns helps all brands and 
retailers out.

DOES BREXIT HOLD ANY 
CONCERNS FOR YOU?
We have already started to see 
some price increases from the 
exchange rate deterioration, which 
seems linked to Brexit (but I’ll leave 
the experts in finance to discuss 
that further). There are too many 
uncertainties out there to really say 
how much of an effect Brexit will 
have to our industry, maybe it will 
harm travel, maybe it won’t, I think 
until we know the government's 
exact plans it’s tough to say for sure.
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and tarnish an already strained 
relationship that many brands face 
with the independent sports retailer?

While it is true that many dealers 
have learnt to compete with the 
likes of Sports Direct and, indeed 
have also found ways to counter the 
brands direct to market strategy, will 
the Nike deal be the final straw?

Certainly, as the brand continues 
to exert increased pressure on more 
and more dealers – upping the lower 
limit spends, dictating range plans 
and purchase patterns – so the 
independent continues to question 
whether they can live without the 
brand and whether alternative 
suppliers (with more attractive 
margins) can fill the gap that 
delisting Nike may lead to.

Among specialty retailers that I 
work with, Amazon.com is a thorn 
in their side. It looms large as the 
category killer for any product 
segment they deal in. While many 
specialty retailers have found a way 
to coexist with Amazon through its 
seller partnership offering, they still 
get irked when one of their major 
brands goes over to the Amazon 
dark side. The result is they give 
less support on the customer front 
lines for those brands. This potential 
fallout may negatively impact 
brands, even market leaders like 
Nike.

Its a question that looms large in 
many retailers' minds and reflects a 
pattern that is becoming more and 
more apparent with brands initially 
focussing on the specialist sector 
only to slowly move towards a direct- 
to-market strategy and ultimately 
ending up competing with the very 

retailers that enabled them to get 
into that position in the first place.

Increasingly the supplier 
brands hold all the cards and the 
independents are left out in the cold.

Not just about growing 
revenues
Looking deeper at the the Nike/
amazon deal the brand insists that 
the relationship isn't necessarily 
about growing volume. Instead, 
Nike's goal is to work more closely 
with amazon to crack down on third-
party sellers - a move that clearly 
demonstrates an increased desire 
to further control the access that 
consumers have to Nike goods.

Interestingly, Nike is already 
the number one brand on amazon 
with third parties selling through 
marketplace so the latest move 
will prevent this practice and bring 
those sales directly into Nike as 
well as removing third party sellers 
who consistently sell Nike on the 
platform without authorisation.

This fits with Nike's broader 
plan to tighten its grip on brand and 
image as it focuses more on direct-
to-consumer and moves away from 
wholesale.

So what future?
Certainly it seems that many 
specialist retailers are increasingly 
looking for alternative suppliers 
who have are focussed on a fairer 
supplier-dealer relationship and 
who recognise the importance that 
these dealers have in driving brand 
presence and recognition.

If these dealers maintain 
consumer trust then to offer credible 
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Price, Evangelism is now Promotion 
and Placement is Everyplace, the 
supplier-dealer relationship must 
change. Most especially it’s not 
about selling product anymore, but 
providing a customer experience,” 
writes marketing specialist Pamela 
N. Danziger.

Those brands that fail to recognise 
this fundamental shift may, in 
the short term, see revenue gains 
through the likes of amazon, but 
may see the brand roots eroded as 
specialist independents over time 
shift towards suppliers who embrace 
a partnership model.

Watch this space!

O n June 21st Nike announced 
that they would be selling 
products directly through 

amazon.com, joining adidas and 
Under Armour who already have a 
large storefront presence.

The result? Competing sports 
businesses lost over $1 billion in 
market value in just one day as the 
stock market predicted how badly 
the deal might affect other major 
Nike sellers.

Of course it doesn't come as any 
big surprise to those of us that have 
seen the huge changes affecting 
our marketplace, and it isn’t as if 
Nike hasn’t had a robust direct-
to-consumer strategy for years, 
with over 1,000 Nike retail stores, 
a dedicated Nike.com website and 
weighty presence on Zappos.com, an 
Amazon affiliate.

Nevertheless many sports brands 
have been struggling for years as 
to how best to deal with amazon 
without affecting their traditional 
retail channels so, perhaps, with 
Nike now making the move will it 
lead to many more brands adopting 
this approach?

Certainly amazon are actively 
targeting sports as a key category 
recognising that they may not 
present the goods in the most 
customer friendly way but that 
the huge traffic to the site and 
convenience of purchasing product 
puts them in an incredibly strong 
position.

Strained relationships
Assuming then that more brands 
will follow does this further threaten 
the traditional retail channels 

alternatives to the “big brands” 
becomes achievable, is likely to lead 
to increased margins and provide a 
way of circumnavigating the amazon 
(and mass dealer) pressures that 
they feel around the larger suppliers.

“Today specialty independent 
retailers need to make their brand 
partners understand the vital role 
they play in building customer 
awareness and loyalty. Now that the 
old 4Ps model of marketing based 
upon Product-Price-Promotion-
Placement has been replaced by the 
new 4Es model, where Experience 
replaces Product, Exchange becomes 

NIKE ANNOUNCES A GROUND-
BREAKING DEAL WITH AMAZON

Paul Sherratt, of Solutions for Sport, takes a closer look at the implications 
that the deal may have.
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“I ’m an enthusiastic runner 
but not a particularly good 
one,” Dr Andrew Murray 

says, which prompts the question: 
how could he get any better..?

In the harsh world of ultra-
marathons run in the most pitiless 
conditions, the 37-year-old 
Edinburgh GP and father of a young 
family, is already a legend. He’s 
braved wolf-packs on the frozen 
rivers of Outer Mongolia. He’s run 
for 30 miles in Canada on a broken 
leg. “In the Sahara, my feet looked 
as though they’d gone through a 
lawnmower.”   

A man who has turned self-
effacement into an art-form, Murray 
plays down the heroics. Describing 
himself as “just a sports consultant 
and a runner,” the man who was 
recently honoured by Prime Minister 
Theresa May with a Points of Light 
award, is a darned sight more than 
that.

In his other life, while still working 
when possible in general practice in 
Scotland, Murray  spreads his talents 
far and wide as a sports and exercise 
specialist at Edinburgh University, 
the European golf tour, the Scottish 
Institute of Sport, Scottish Rugby 
and the Scottish government fitness 
campaigns.

An ambassador for leading sports 
footwear specialists Merrell UK, 
Murray also finds the time to provide 
voluntary medical services in Kenya, 
Outer Mongolia and Namibia.

He has also raised over £170,000 
for three charities: the Scottish 
Association for Mental Health, the 
African Palliative Care Association 
UK and the Yamaa Trust.

Murray runs not for personal glory 
but  because it raises money for those 
in need, and because he hopes that 
what he does will inspire people to 
become more active and take better 
care of their health.

Running against the odds is what 
makes Murray tick and if there’s an 
extreme event teetering on the very 
brink of human endurance, he’s up 
for it. In 2012 he took on his first 
major challenge, running 4,300km 
from John O’Groats to the Sahara 
desert. That’s the equivalent of 100 
marathons and he needed enough 
daily calories to power an 800kg 
crocodile.

 He said: “It was 34 miles a day 
every day for two and a half months. 
Running through the Spanish 
mountains was pretty hard - I twice 
got overtaken by a donkey!”

This was followed by seven ultra-
marathons in seven continents 

in less than a week to promote 
the value of exercise for health. 
After competing 31-mile courses 
in countries including Antarctica, 
Patagonia and Egypt, he completed 
the job on Sydney Harbour Bridge.

Reaching the top of Britain’s 
ten highest peaks in one day was a 
prelude to wins in the North Pole ice 
marathon, a nine-day crossing of the 
Namib Desert and twice winning the 
Genghis Khan Ice Marathon in Outer 
Mongolia.

Countless other extreme and 
record-breaking runs - from the 
tropics to the poles - have benefited 
his charities and turned Murray, 
whether he likes it or not, into a 
spectacular example of the benefits 
of exercise as part of a healthy 
lifestyle.  

When Murray swaps his running 
shoes for a GP’s stethoscope he 
sees his role as being as much about 
improving people’s quality of life as 
curing them when they get ill. 

He said: “Time and again people 
come back to me and say: ‘Since I’ve 
been doing a bit of activity or since 
I’ve lost a bit of weight, I’m a 
happier person'.” 

A latecomer to 
competitive 

45MY SPORTING LIFE 

Tony James talks to ultra-runner Dr Andrew 
Murray about his love of a challenge

Beating the cold, wolves and desolate 
regions is all in a day's work for the 

ultra-marathon runner
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running, Murray played football and 
tennis at Aberdeen University but 
started serious running after meeting 
athletes training for the Everest 
marathon. “When I got into the 
world of ultra-running I was sold,” he 
remembers.

He says that having the right kit is 
essential and his links with Merrell 
UK have become a significant part 
of his success. “There are continual 
developments in shoe technology 
and I get to have an input which has 
been very valuable to me. “My feet are 
the tools of my trade so I need to look 
after them.”

Murray usually wears Merrell 
All-Out Rush but he was in Merrell 
All Out Terra Ice Waterproofs, which 
grip sheer ice with their tungsten-
tipped spikes, when he won the 
Genghis Kahn Ice Marathon in Outer 
Mongolia for the second time in 
February this year. 

“They’re perfect for ice-running” 
he says, adding that the quality of his 
Merrell equipment probably saved 
him from serious injury, or perhaps 
worse, during a scary moment 
crossing the  frozen Tuul Gol river in 
temperatures of minus 32C.

Despite the cold, the sun was 
creating faults in the ice surface and 
his left foot plunged into the river. 
“Instinctively, I pulled it out, my 
heart racing. Wet feet at minus 32 
is no joke. I waited to feel the wet 
and the cold but it never came. The 
gaiters on top of my Merrell All Out 
Terra Ice had stopped anything 
coming through.”

He had a lucky escape - he could 
have fallen through the ice and frozen 
to death. Wet feet could have resulted 
in frostbite leading to possible 
amputation or even life-threatening 
hypothermia.

“That was the worst thing that 
happened. The best thing was 
finishing the race and having a 
massive Burns Night supper with our 
Mongolian hosts. Nowhere can beat 
Mongolia for a sense of space and 
remoteness. And I enjoy the charm 
and culture more every time I come.”

Golf enthusiast Andrew Murray 
is raising money for mental health 
and dementia projects through a 
Ryder Cup Run, a combination of 
running and golf. For information 
and donations go to www.
justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
GolfAndMentalHealth



A sideways look at the world of independent retailing
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W hen I first joined my 
dad in the shop in those 
distant sunlit days when 

petrol was three and six a gallon and 
cigarettes were advertised as being 
good for your throat, there was a 
ritual which never varied.

Every fortnight I would climb into 
the passenger seat of our van and we 
would drive to "the suppliers". This 
was a dimly-lit Victorian warehouse 
with dusty shelves of Tommy 
Lawton football boots and Walter 
Hammond cricket bats. Magic. 

Men with names like Arthur and 
Cyril, in long brown overalls with 
pencils behind their ears, could 
unerringly find the most obscure 
and long-forgotten item of sports 
equipment and still have time to put 
the kettle on and tell my father about 
the latest sexual adventures of Beryl 
in accounts. Happy days.

Of course, today's suppliers are as 
remote from Arthur and Cyril as the 
man in the moon. Everything’s online 
and you pay by relentless electronic 
banking systems which have been 
known to send my assistant Norman 
sobbing into the garden at 3am. 

The good news is that there are 
still a few Luddites in the sports-
goods wholesale trade, clinging 
grimly on like limpets on a rock, 
and I feel we should do all we can 

sure that every trade association 
knew what a useless twerp he was.

But over coffee and several 
large teacakes in The Boss's office 
I began to wonder if I was being 
unreasonable. After all, he had 
heard only that morning that all my 
goods were winging their way from 
Taiwan. As I left we shook hands 
warmly and I heard myself say: “It's 
a pleasure doing business with you”.

The order, needless to say, 
remained undelivered for another 
five weeks. By the time it finally 
arrived, the customers had, not 
surprisingly, gone elsewhere, but 
Norman was able to sell the lot at 

a very handsome price to a mate 
who was restocking his shop after 
convincing the insurers that his 
front window had been smashed by 
a meteor fragment. So against all the 
odds, everyone was happy ever after.

And the Boss? Inevitably he 
moved to pastures new, but you'll 
be pleased to know that he later 
became the right-hand man 
of a dynamic Premier League 
merchandiser.

To the astonishment of all who 
knew them, the partnership was 
highly successful. All we could 
assume was that The Boss must 
have had to buy an awful lot of cake.

UNDER THE COUNTER46

to encourage them before, like 
dinosaurs, carbon-paper and Carter's 
Little Liver Pills, they disappear 
forever.

One of my favourite prehistoric 
suppliers was a youngish man always 
known as The Boss. He had a liking 
for bright blue and white striped 
shirts and had the pink damp look of 
someone who had just emerged from 
a very hot shower.

He ran a small wholesale sports 
goods business which always seemed 
to exist in a state of suspended 
animation with his staff sitting 
silently in the shadows on piles of 
cardboard boxes eating cake and 
The Boss in his office talking to his 
girlfriend on the phone.

Occasionally a customer would 
come in to ask why an order placed 
two months ago still hadn't been 
delivered and The Boss would send 
out for éclairs and settle down for a 
chat.

The explanation was always the 
same: “We're waiting for a delivery 
from Taiwan. The moment it comes 
we'll have your order completed and 
with the express carrier in an hour. 
The guys out there are just aching 
to get on with the job”, indicating a 
youth who was apparently asleep. 
The rest of the workforce had gone 
for lunch.

It was hard not to like The Boss. 
It was just a mistake to do business 
with him if the job was remotely 
urgent. At the root of most of 
The Boss's problem was what he 
referred to as merchants.

These included rip-off 
merchants, cloud nine merchants, 
woe-woe merchants (pessimists) 
and blah-blah merchants. There 
were even ear-blowing merchants 
who apparently had designs on his 
girlfriend.

My dealings with The Boss came 
after I had unwisely placed an order 
for a variety of goods ordered by 
customers on the understanding 
that they would be delivered within 
a week and The Boss said that would 
be absolutely no problem.

He would contact his suppliers 
immediately and the stuff would be 
on its way before I had eaten one of 
the cream slices his secretary had 
just brought in.

I heard nothing for a month. After 
a succession of angry customers 
has asked what the hell was going 
on, I drove to The Boss's warehouse 
feeling decidedly liverish and 
determined to sort things out once 
and for all.

I would sue The Boss, report him 
to the bloke on the motorbike on 
Watchdog, refuse to pay and make 

The shadowy world of the Boss
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T:  01635 517560
E:  info@phoenixsportinggoods.com
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GORILLA TRAINING INFLATABLE GOALS
Inflatable goals are perfect for training on the move. The flexible 

PVC hose is air pressurised, creating a rigid structure within minutes.

GORILLA TRAINING SPEED RADAR
An essential tool for recording & analysing performance, speed & 

style. Includes a built in camera, managed via a wireless wrist band.

GORILLA TRAINING ROCKET GOAL
Steel framed pop up goals that are set up within seconds.

Suitable for all recreational or training use.Complete with carry bag.

GORILLA TRAINING REBOUNDER
A portable & lightweight rebounder which can be set up

in seconds, to be used anywhere. Complete with carry bag.
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